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Technology-Aided Meditation at Work
Abstract
The rise of secular mindfulness has been buoyed in large part by scientific research into
its benefits. The availability of consumer-grade biofeedback devices promises to bring the
objectivity of results seen in a research lab to personal experience. This mixed methods study
examined the experience of 12 participants in a workplace mindfulness program, comparing the
experience of an experimental group whose meditation practice was supported with the use of a
HeartMath™ Inner Balance device to a control group who learned to meditate without it. The
effects on stress, focus and motivation were captured via questionnaire, along with biofeedback
data and participant interviews. The study did not find evidence that the addition of biofeedback
devices had a consistent or significant positive impact on outcomes or experience. In several
cases, the impact was measured to produce negative outcomes or shown to be detrimental to the
experience. However, it also revealed some promise where biofeedback could be used effectively
in support of mindfulness programs for the suitable individuals. These preliminary findings
suggest that biofeedback devices should not be deployed at-large with mindfulness programs,
nor should they be dismissed completely, but rather should be implemented judiciously and
carefully while this nascent field continues to evolve.
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Technology-Aided Meditation at Work: Evaluating the Impact of Biofeedback on a Mindfulness
Program in the Workplace
Over the past few decades, the emergence of mindfulness and meditation practices into
the secular realm has accelerated rapidly, buoyed by advances in scientific technology that have
helped to validate the effectiveness of these ancient practices to create measurable and lasting
changes in the brain and other aspects of human physiology. Even though these demonstrated
changes match the self-reported experiences of meditators for thousands of years, these
“objective” research results have motivated some who would never have meditated to give it a
try, due to the generally high regard for scientific truth in modern society. This scientific
research has also allowed meditation and mindfulness-based interventions to be offered
alongside other “evidence-based” programs in settings such as hospitals, workplaces and
schools, broadening its exposure to many people who would not otherwise have the predilection
to seek meditative practices in a spiritual establishment.
Once introduced to meditation, modern practitioners face many of the same questions and
challenges that others have grappled with since the advent of these methods of mind training.
New meditators commonly question whether they are “doing it right,” having nothing but their
own expectations of meditation-induced serenity contrasted with their actual internal experience
(not typically serene, initially). Without any kind of independent, objective feedback reflecting
their personal experience, new meditators may give up, thinking that their practice is having no
observable effect and that meditation is for “others.” Or, they may practice sub-optimally,
lacking feedback on what specifically should they be doing differently, and when. As a result,
they can miss out on some of the benefits, which adds to the struggle to keep up the motivation
to practice regularly, especially given the number of other activities competing for their time.
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Despite the active role of advanced technology (as used in research) in bringing
mindfulness and meditation to the mainstream, modern practitioners are largely faced with these
issues of practice effectiveness and self-motivation with their own willpower and the community
around them. In the past decade, technology has become increasingly ubiquitous with the rise of
the modern smartphone and the accompanying vast array of mobile apps. Predictably, meditation
apps have emerged as popular companions to further bolster the momentum of the adoption of
meditation and mindfulness in modern society. While these apps can help with motivation by
providing notifications, game-like incentives, and online social communities to help support a
fledgling practice, they do not give the user any concrete feedback as to whether their practice is
effective for them. Therefore, the practitioner is left to trust their own internal sense and hope
that the changes being shown on subjects in research labs will also apply to them.
This lack of feedback is at odds with a world where sources of external feedback are
becoming more numerous, sophisticated and real-time. In the world of publishing, posting
content online can result in near-instantaneous assessment of impact, from web page views to
reactions and responses on social media. Similar trends can be seen across other areas such as
real-time feedback from employees in companies or live traffic assessments for your commute.
The results of these strong feedback loops across applications is consistent: an improved ability
to assess the situation, make quick and informed decisions, iterate and improve.
Biofeedback devices promise to fill this lack of real-time, objective feedback in
meditation practice, though their use at scale in this context is still very early. Of the contexts
requiring evidence-based interventions (including schools and hospitals), workplaces could
provide an especially fertile ground for the use of biofeedback devices in conjunction with
mindfulness programs. This is because workplaces usually provide a generally healthy adult
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population to study and have the broadest set of desirable outcomes including stress, physical
health, focus, positive affect, empathy or compassion (as opposed to a hospital where pain and
stress-relief may be the singular focus). Thus, studies such as the Davidson et al. (2003)
landmark study at a biotechnology company in Madison, WI, or the Malarkey, Jarjoura and Klatt
(2012) study with university faculty have been conducted directly in workplaces.
While consumer-grade biofeedback could be used to provide additional supporting
evidence to organizations of all types (including hospitals and schools), it is more applicable in a
workplace environment. Consumer-grade biofeedback devices are targeted at generally healthy
adult populations and may not be viewed as suitable to be used with young children. Similarly, in
a hospital environment, there is typically tight control over which measurement devices are used
and patients may already feel overloaded with too many diagnostic tests.
Despite this promise, there is also reason to be skeptical of the use of biofeedback devices
in conjunction with mindfulness programs, whether at work or elsewhere. First and foremost, the
ability of these devices to capture and analyze accurate and useful data that reflects how “well” a
person is meditating is debatable. Even research-grade devices require complex data capture and
analysis processes to produce meaningful results. Even then, those research results are often only
thought to mirror one specific component of meditation (e.g. focus), versus the wide range of
characteristics that may comprise a great meditation in a holistic sense. Even if accurate data can
be captured and fed back to the user, it is unclear to what degree that feedback would be more
effective at improving the person’s meditation technique when compared to adjustments based
on self-analysis. There are also questions around the practicality of the regular use of
biofeedback in conjunction with meditation: Could the device setup and delivery of feedback
(requiring some engagement with the senses) be more disruptive than helpful to the desired calm
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and distraction-free meditative experience? Finally, there is the important question of the
introduction of technology to mindfulness in general, given that mindfulness is often seen as an
antidote to the persistent distraction of modern technology. Could the introduction of
biofeedback devices to a mindfulness program be another drastic step in the denaturing of the
classic roots of mindfulness, a phenomenon that Purser and Loy (2013) famously called
McMindfulness?
With this context, this thesis project aimed to deepen our collective understanding of the
opportunity that biofeedback devices provide to improve meditation and mindfulness programs
with healthy, adult populations such as employees in a workplace. It evaluated the impact of
introducing a consumer-grade biofeedback device on a workplace mindfulness program through
measuring the experience and outcomes of the employees participating in the program. The
essential research question being asked is whether or not the addition of a biofeedback device to
support a secular mindfulness curriculum has a measurable quantitative and qualitative impact on
the perceived stress, focus and motivation levels experienced by participants. The researcher
hypothesized that while both groups will show measurable improvements in stress and focus
scores, the results would be greater for those using biofeedback. A further hypothesis to be
validated was that participants using biofeedback would show a greater level of motivation to
practice meditation when compared to those practicing without the device.
Literature Review
This section will summarize research related to the use of biofeedback devices of all
types to support meditation and mindfulness practices. First, it will provide some brief
background of biofeedback devices and their use with meditation. Next, the section will cover an
overview of research into how effective biofeedback can be at helping to change human behavior
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in general. Finally, it will examine the use of these instruments in comparison with or in support
of mindfulness or meditation interventions across a wide range of outcomes.
What is Biofeedback?
According to Blackett (2014), biofeedback “measures physiological changes that
accompany (or embody) thoughts, feelings and other subjective experiences,” with that
physiological data being “fed back to the trainee via computer in real time, either visually (as a
changing graph) or through sound feedback” (Kindle Location 313). Biofeedback is thus a mindbody training tool – it provides objective, physiologically-based feedback (i.e. biosignal) to the
subject, but they must then learn how to use that feedback to adjust their inner state. There are
many types of biofeedback, such as electromyography (EMG) for muscle tension, heart rate
variability (HRV), or galvanic skin response for skin conductance. Neurofeedback is a subset of
biofeedback where the physiological measurement is specifically done on the brain. For
simplicity, the term biofeedback will be used in this paper to cover both neurofeedback and nonbrain-focused devices, unless an article was specifically focused on neurofeedback devices.
Using biofeedback for meditation. The use of biofeedback devices to measure
meditative states goes back at least as far as the 1970s, when British scientist C. Maxwell Cade
built the “Mind Mirror” device, which was a multichannel electroencephalography (EEG) device
“which was specially designed to show the ephemeral patterns of the electrical signals from the
two hemispheres of the cortex as they are happening” (Cade, 1979, Kindle Location 140). These
brainwave frequency patterns were shown back to the meditator, allowing them to adjust their
meditation technique to move towards what Cade’s research found to be more “awakened”
states.
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While biofeedback devices like the Mind Mirror continued to be developed in the
intervening decades, they were largely only accessible to professionals, researchers or dedicated
spiritual seekers. In recent years, the developments that have made personal technology so
pervasive have also affected the realm of biofeedback devices for meditation. The hardware
sensors required to measure the physiological changes and the batteries required to power them
have become small and cheap enough to create portable and affordable consumer devices,
sometimes categorized as “wearable” devices. The “computer” required to receive the data is
also available with the ubiquitous smartphone, which runs user-friendly software communicating
wirelessly with the device. The combination of the smartphone with wearable devices has come
to the world of meditation with consumer-grade (under $300 USD) and professional-grade
($2000-12,000 USD) devices, which remain much less expensive than hospital or research-grade
equipment like fMRI scanners. These devices are not always targeted specifically at meditators,
using terms such as “wellness” or “emotional coherence,” though the techniques recommended
to train with the devices generally have a lot in common with basic meditation techniques.
General Studies Examining Biofeedback Effectiveness
Prior to examining the use of biofeedback devices in conjunction with meditation and
mindfulness practices, it is instructive to look at the use of these devices more broadly to
facilitate behavioral or other types of personal change. This will help to underscore whether
providing real-time feedback to the subject based on physiological signals is an effective model
for facilitating behavioral change or adaptation. This section will begin with a synopsis of
literature reviews summarizing biofeedback-related studies, followed by reviews of areas of
study relevant to the study of biofeedback and meditation (even though meditation was not used
directly in these studies), including: the use of biofeedback to create outcomes that are similar to
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those sought with meditation, the use of biofeedback to increase subject motivation, biofeedback
learning models and biofeedback study design.
Biofeedback literature reviews. Schoenberg and David (2014) wrote a literature review
summarizing 63 studies which used of biofeedback devices to aid in the treatment of a variety of
psychiatric disorders. This broad coverage revealed insight into the most popular types of
biofeedback being researched, with 31.7% of the studies using EEG neurofeedback, 28.6% using
EMG biofeedback, and 15.9% using HRV biofeedback. A further 9.5% of the research articles
used multiple biofeedback mechanisms in conjunction. After reviewing the results in these
studies, Schoenberg and David (2014) found that a total of “80.9% (n = 51) of articles reported
positive clinical effects from biofeedback treatment” (p. 122). A weakness identified in the body
of research was that only 44.4% of the studies which compared biofeedback directly against
traditional (e.g. cognitive behavioral therapy) or alternative (e.g. hypnosis) therapies, whereas the
rest had either no control group or other types of controls (e.g. placebo, no-treatment, healthy).
Nevertheless, the authors concluded that “patients with psychiatric disorders can learn to
consciously regulate their […] physiological response associated with the disorder, enabling
patients to experience positive states, such as relaxation and physiological stability via selfregulation” (p. 132).
Another literature review in the field was authored by Gruzelier (2014a), who examined
studies using EEG-based neurofeedback with healthy participants, with a focus on “optimizing
performance.” He noted the resurgence of interest in neurofeedback over the past decade, after
being “sidelined by science in the 1980s largely due to flawed studies and clinical
overstatement” (p. 125). Gruzelier focused on 23 studies where he found specific correlation
between the feedback learning and the outcome. Across these studies, he found evidence that
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supported neurofeedback training across many outcomes including sustained attention, memory,
psychomotor skills, intelligence, mood and well-being. Gruzelier concluded that “there is now
sufficient evidence validating the role of EEG-neurofeedback in enhancing function to dispel the
lingering vestige of prejudice against the value of this methodology” (p. 138).
Gruzelier (2014b) continued with a second part his literature review, with new emphasis
on the impact of EEG neurofeedback training on creative activities, such as music, dance and
acting, across performers ranging from novice to elite, children to adults. These creative
endeavors were shown to be well-suited to EEG neurofeedback and specifically the “alpha/theta
protocol” which encourages the hypnogogic state to promote creativity. In addition to objective
measures, Gruzelier extracted a selection of studies which include subjective reports from
performers, which indicated that the performers experienced a more creative, spontaneous and
boundless state through their training. While the results are promising, Gruzelier emphasized that
they should be taken in context, noting that “the studies executed thus far are not blue sky
investigations with large groups, large assessment panels of adjudicators, […] and so on,” and
that the “field is a long way from engendering large scale investment” (p. 153).
Biofeedback outcomes related to meditation. While these literature reviews show a
significant amount of research into biofeedback in general, there is a subset of that research that
lays the groundwork for showing how biofeedback could be leveraged along with meditationbased interventions. This section summarizes three biofeedback research articles which do not
mention meditation explicitly yet demonstrate outcomes that are directly related the effects that
meditation can create.
First, Zoefel, Huster, and Herrmann (2011) demonstrated that subjects could increase
activity in upper alpha frequency band (independent of other frequencies) via EEG-
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neurofeedback training. Their study showed that this change in alpha frequency resulted in
greater cognitive performance (as shown by a mental rotation test) when compared to a control
group. This is relevant because alpha frequencies are also understood to be desirable in
meditation since they are associated with relaxed awareness and are slower than the beta
frequencies associated with our usual “busy” waking and thinking state.
Second, Haller et al. (2013) found that neurofeedback training using fMRI was
accompanied by extensive changes to functional connectivity in the brain. These changes led to
ongoing network reconfiguration, even during the “transfer phase,” when subjects were
subsequently asked to self-regulate without feedback. This study’s relevance to meditation is that
it shows that neurofeedback can help to produce non-localized changes in the brain, like the
default mode network changes that have been observed with meditation training (as shown by
Brewer et al., 2011).
Third, Armanfard, Komeili, Reilly, and Pino (2016) proposed a machine-learning-based
algorithm to identify lapses in vigilance using EEG signals taken from the Muse consumer-grade
neurofeedback device with only four electrodes. When compared with data gathered from a
vigilance test given to five subjects, they found that their algorithm could analyze the EEG
readings and predict mental vigilance at 95% accuracy. The relevance for this study is the
similarities between vigilance lapse and the attentional control associated with meditation. Taken
together, these three studies show that although it may be more challenging to detect the complex
effects of meditative practice (as will be examined in more depth later), some of the more
specific ingredients to successful meditation practice could be trainable via biofeedback.
Changes to motivation with biofeedback. While the use of biofeedback to achieve
specific outcomes is important, another way that biofeedback can be used is to support
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complementary interventions through simply helping to motivate the person to consistently
engage in that intervention. This is particularly true for mind-focused techniques, since
biofeedback can be used to demonstrate the mind-body connection, reinforcing to the subject that
the intervention is having a “real” effect.
In an article aptly titled Seeing Is Believing, Peper, Nemoto, Lin, and Harvey (2015)
examined this motivational use of biofeedback as a means to support cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT), because “challenges to CBT include how to motivate clients to observe and
transform their thoughts, since they are often unaware that thoughts or emotions affect the body”
(p. 168). The researchers demonstrated that a 25-year-old female pianist could cause a detectable
change (using EMG) in forearm muscle tension by imagining playing the piano, even though she
was unaware that there was muscle activity. Peper et al. conclude with a recommendation that
CBT programs “include this procedure for demonstrating the links between cognitions and
physiological reactions,” since this link can “motivate them to transform their cognitions” (p.
171). The impact of this research is limited given that they only worked with a single participant
and did not explicitly link their research scenario (piano) to the recommendation (CBT), however
the motivational aspect of biofeedback is a prime candidate for further study.
Biofeedback learning models. Given these promising results, the research community
has also constructed theories as to how biofeedback-driven learning works. Gaume, Vialatte,
Mora- Sánchez, Ramdani, and Vialette (2016) integrated cross-disciplinary perspectives on
feedback learning to derive a new model that would “represent the perspective of biofeedback
itself and bridge the gaps among [other] disciplines” (p. 905). In this model, they named five key
properties for an efficient biofeedback system: perceptibility (subject can precisely identify the
biosignal), autonomy (subject can regulate the biosignal even after training is complete), mastery
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(degree of control the subject can exert over the biosignal), motivation (reinforcement signal
back to the subject to induce learning) and learnability (conditions for achieving lasting change).
These guidelines provide useful structure for both biofeedback device and software design, as
well as the design of intervention protocols that use them.
Biofeedback study design. Another key factor in biofeedback research is the study
design. Enriquez-Geppert, Huster, and Herrmann (2017) wrote a review tutorial outlining best
practices for designing EEG neurofeedback studies (though most could be generalized to other
forms of biofeedback). Key recommendations included the use of active control groups that
secretly receive false feedback (e.g. a replay, a different frequency band, or inverse feedback).
For the training sessions themselves, the researchers recommend a fixed number, evenly
distributed over the study period. The authors highlighted the nascency of the field, pointing out
that “there is little known about whether few or many neurofeedback sessions within a certain
time interval are more helpful […], and less is known even regarding the length of an effective
gap between training sessions” (p. 6). Enriquez-Geppert et al. also emphasized the need for the
definition of clear feedback thresholds and a suitable modality for delivering the feedback (e.g.
auditory, visual, tactile, or combined). Once these are defined, changes can be measured with the
time spent in the desired brain state and the absolute values of amplitude/power. Overall, this
article presents a comprehensive view into the research design that was incorporated into this
research study where possible.
Studies Examining Biofeedback and Meditation
Now that broad context has been set for the study of biofeedback, the remainder of the
literature review will focus on the state of scientific inquiry into biofeedback in relation to
meditation practice specifically. This section will first examine early studies where biofeedback
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and meditation were seen as competitors or peers. Second, it will summarize more recent studies
where biofeedback and meditation are used in complementary fashion, subdivided into studies
that used neurofeedback specifically and those that used other types of biofeedback (measuring
signals outside of the brain).
Biofeedback vs. meditation practice. The earliest study found examining both
biofeedback and meditation was written by Surwit, Shapiro and Good (1978) who ran three
experiments (blood pressure/heart rate, EMG, meditation) measuring the specific outcome of
reducing the subjects’ blood pressure. The biofeedback groups were not given instruction as to
what to do with the feedback, merely that they should “use whatever mental strategy would
result in the correct feedback” (Surwit et al., 1981, p. 255). The “meditation” protocol consisted
of instructions to close the eyes, relax, and count each exhale. Surwit et al. found that “there was
little evidence […] of significant reductions in pressure” (p. 261) using any of the procedures.
The study had several limitations, namely the primitive meditation training and expectation that
biofeedback data is self-sufficient (i.e. the subject can change the physiological marker by seeing
the data, without further instruction).
A few years later, Cuthbert, Kristeller, Simons, Hodes, and Lang (1981) conducted four
experiments comparing the use of heart rate biofeedback versus secular meditation to achieve a
reduction in the arousal of the autonomic nervous system. Cuthbert et al. found that “neither
biofeedback group prompted more change than a try-only non-feedback control group” (p. 538),
concluding the use of biofeedback only, without any further instruction into how to use the
feedback to alter their autonomic arousal was questionable. Cuthbert et al. also found that under
some circumstances, “meditation produced a clearly superior reduction in heart rate to that
prompted by biofeedback” (p. 539). In the last experiment, they concluded that the circumstances
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required for success in the meditation intervention was high involvement between the subject
and experimenter, meaning that social psychology was a greater factor than anticipated.
Significant limitations include the rudimentary biofeedback modality used (heart rate), narrow
outcome measured (heart rate reduction) and the treatment of biofeedback and meditation as
separate, rather than potentially complementary interventions.
A similar examination into the effects of biofeedback and meditation on somatic arousal
was conducted by Holmes (1985), who similarly viewed the interventions as separate, calling
them “fascinating and very different self-control strategies” (p. 486). When analyzing the
available research at the time, Holmes found that of the 61 investigations found comparing
meditators to subjects who were resting, lower somatic arousal for meditators was only measured
in 10. The author also found that biofeedback did not achieve measurable results compared to
subjects sitting quietly. Holmes concludes by stating that “although meditation and biofeedback
are widely accepted […] as effective means of reducing somatic arousal […], the well-controlled
research provides little or no support for that confidence” (p. 495). While the skepticism was
warranted at the time, this review was limited by a relatively limited body of research (compared
to today) and a narrow outcome focus (somatic arousal). That said, the concern around wellcontrolled studies remains relevant today.
In the following year, Smith (1986) published a response to the Holmes study, pointing
out the fundamental assumption that relaxation can only be measured through cognitive or
somatic arousal. He argued that by measuring meditation and biofeedback using a marker that is
known to indicate a rest state, thereby guarantees that it is not going to be better than rest itself. It
was, as Smith decried, “reductionism at its worst” (p. 1008). Instead, the author advocated for a
cognitive-behavioral view of relaxation, which in turn implies many ways to relax as well as
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many different possible effects, of which somatic arousal is simply one. As a result, Smith
concludes that “the most effective way of teaching relaxation may not be to impose a single
approach on all clients, but to carefully tailor a mix of approaches to each individual” (p. 1009),
approaches that may well include biofeedback and meditation.
In a more recent study, van der Zwan, de Vente, Huizink, Bögels, and de Bruin took a
similar approach in comparing the use of mindfulness meditation, HRV biofeedback (with
instructions on slow breathing), and physical exercise towards the desired outcome of stress
reduction, determined using self-reporting surveys. Each of the three groups participated in a 2hour introduction and 5-week intervention, during which they were instructed to do daily
practices in increasing durations from 10-20 minutes per day. Van der Zwan et al. concluded that
“it is possible to obtain a substantial reduction in stress […] using self-help interventions,”
although “no significant between-group differences were found” (p. 265-266). Despite this
equivalence, the researchers noted that the physical exercise group reported 1.7X more time than
the meditation or biofeedback groups. This was attributed to the ability to choose the type of
physical exercise used and greater familiarity with that form of stress reduction. While this is
plausible, it also points out the need to increase motivation for engaging in meditation and
biofeedback by combining them rather than being treated separately.
Biofeedback and meditation as complementary interventions. Rather than viewing
biofeedback and meditation as competing interventions, a more modern viewpoint is emerging
which holds them as complementary tools. While the realm of meditation provides an array of
mental practices to train awareness, biofeedback can be used to “close the feedback loop” to the
subject as outlined earlier. This section will cover articles and studies that treat biofeedback and
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meditation as complementary interventions, beginning with overview articles and then
proceeding to examine studies categorized by neurofeedback and non-neurofeedback devices.
In an opinion article, Brandmeyer and Delorme (2013) presented several arguments as to
why the use of meditation and biofeedback in concert is so compelling. For new meditators, they
contended that the devices may help people to learn to meditate faster. For meditation
facilitators, biofeedback could aid them to bring these techniques to a wider audience. Mirroring
the position agued by Peper et al. (2015) relative to CBT, the authors note that motivation can be
a key stumbling block for new meditators, and that this can be an area where the introduction of
biofeedback could help. As Brandmeyer and Delorme observed, “for many it can often be quite
difﬁcult to maintain a disciplined and/or regular practice” while biofeedback “may help
individuals develop their meditation practice more rapidly” (p. 1). The authors also argue that
biofeedback can also be useful for more experienced meditators, if there is clear identification of
neural correlates (or other measurable markers) associated with various meditation techniques
which trainees could then attempt to reproduce.
Brandmeyer and Delorme also provided caution, noting that complex brain or other
physiological activity resulting from effective meditation may not be easily analyzed and
distilled. Therefore, early uses may need to be limited to more isolated aspects of meditation
(such as feedback indicating mind wandering). Brandmeyer and Delorme were also careful to
place the use of biofeedback devices in the context of long-term meditation practice, noting that
usage is most suitable in the “early to middle states of practice” and that “the goal of these
practices themselves is ultimately the decrease of reliance on objects and constructs that provide
support” (p. 2). Overall however, this article reflects much of the promise summarized in the
introduction, while also recognizing the nascent nature of the field and need for more research
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into its effectiveness. As Brandmeyer and Delorme conclude, “Using neurofeedback to learn
meditation truly reﬂects new, cutting edge science, and via real time feedback we may be able to
develop precise ways to rapidly learn and achieve deeper states of meditation” (p. 2).
Despite this relative nascency, there has been a significant amount of research done
already in this area using a variety of biofeedback devices and meditation training protocols,
measuring for a variety of outcomes. The remainder of the literature review will cover the most
relevant research examining the effects of using biofeedback with meditation, organized by the
type of biofeedback used.
Studies examining neurofeedback and meditation. The first category of studies that will
be summarized use neurofeedback devices in conjunction with meditation techniques. The
prevalence of the use of neurofeedback with meditation is not surprising, given that meditation is
often used to change cognitive experiences which are primarily traced back to brain activity.
This viewpoint combined with recent technological advances like fMRI and increasingly
affordable EEG make the area ripe for research. This section will begin with two literature
reviews, then proceed to cover a group of individual studies using neurofeedback devices in
conjunction with meditation interventions.
Van Lutterveld and Brewer (2015) performed a literature review of studies using fMRI
on novice and experienced meditators across several traditions to determine brain regions
associated with meditation, in which they “found an increased correlation in activity between the
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) in the
experienced meditators” (p. 117). This pattern of activation in the PCC and dACC is associated
with the default mode network (DMN) which activates when wakefully resting, meaning that
meditation has been shown to affect brain states even when not actively meditating. Moreover,
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van Lutterveld and Brewer found that there was a temporal association between deeper
subjective experiences of meditation and size of decrease in PCC activity, meaning that “the
neurofeedback signal from the PCC is indicative of the depth of meditation, as well as the
presence of mind wandering, supporting the suitability of neurofeedback from the PCC in
assisting both novice and experienced meditators” (van Lutterveld & Brewer p. 118). Finally, the
authors provide a practical model for the use of fMRI and EEG, noting that fMRI is excellent for
pinpointing where brain activity changes occur, but non-ideal for feedback given the high cost
and 4-8 second lag between brain activity and fMRI signal. However, once the brain regions
have been identified by fMRI, EEG can be used to track brain activity on a millisecond basis
(near real-time) in an increasingly inexpensive and portable way, making it a promising way to
deliver neurofeedback to individuals.
Ford, Wyckoff, and Sherlin (2016) also reviewed literature examining the combination of
neurofeedback and mindfulness. While many of the points made have been summarized from
other papers, their distinct focus was on increasing performance in sport, noting that mindfulness
and neurofeedback have broader application to the general population, even though they are
often used to treat specific symptoms. Ford et al. point out that for athletes, their “increased
motivation, persistence, competitive drive, and ability to learn and apply new knowledge quickly
will allow [them] to incorporate biofeedback combined with mindfulness with greater success”
(p. 155). The authors conclude with a case narrative of a collegiate golfer whose performance
anxiety was successfully treated with neurofeedback, cognitive acceptance and mindfulness, but
the evidence was limited to a single participant and subjective feedback. While this article makes
an important point about the broader applicability of neurofeedback and meditation, the authors
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also missed an opportunity to go beyond athletes with populations like adults in challenging jobs
who may similarly seek to proactively improve their effectiveness.
Moving on to individual studies, Garrison et al. (2013) elaborated on an earlier study
linking subjective experience of meditation to deactivation in the PCC. In this study, they asked
ten expert meditators with over 10,000 average practice hours to provide detailed self-reports of
their experience as it corresponded to the neurofeedback that they were receiving via fMRI.
Based on detailed analysis of the self-reports, Garrison et al. found that the key subjective
experiences linked to decreased PCC activity were “undistracted awareness” and “effortless
doing” (p. 1). This data, as well as the more detailed breakdown of the qualities found under each
experience provides an important contribution of creating evidence-basis upon which to create
meditation instructions for those designing or facilitating meditation interventions. The key
limitation of this study was the exclusive use of expert meditators, though it made sense to
leverage their experience to generate this data. The focus on experiences that control PCC
activation also limits experiences that may affect other parts of the brain during meditation.
To test the recommendations from the van Lutterveld and Brewer (2015) literature
review, van Lutterveld et al. (2016) proceeded to conduct the first study coupling real-time
neurofeedback using EEG, which reflected gamma-band PCC (40-57 Hz) activity, with
meditation. While more accessible than MRI, the EEG system was still research-grade, with 128
active electrodes. The study was conducted with 16 novice and 16 expert meditators and utilized
both double-blinding and randomization of graph directionality. Van Lutterveld et al. found that
both groups “consistently and with high conﬁdence indicated that decreased PCC activity
corresponded to their subjective experience of eﬀortless awareness,” and were “able to
volitionally move the feedback signal in the direction of eﬀortless awareness by performing the
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noting practice or eﬀortless awareness meditation” (p. 124). In conclusion, the researchers state
that “these results demonstrate the feasibility of using real-time EEG to link an objective
measure of brain activity and subjective mind states related to meditation” (van Lutterveld et al.,
2016, p. 124). This study was well-designed and provides significant credibility to the use of
EEG neurofeedback with meditation, though minor limitations were noted (e.g. gamma only).
The final set of three neurofeedback and meditation studies all use the same consumergrade EEG device (the Muse headband). While the Muse’s limitation of only four EEG
electrodes drastically reduces the amount of data being generated, its low cost also makes the
associated neurofeedback training programs accessible to many people. Looking at the three
studies together reveals some interesting trends. First, all three studies showed improvements
across a range of variables when their participants trained with the Muse. Bhayee et al. (2016)
showed that the neurofeedback trainees showed uniquely improved processing speed on the
Stroop test (attention and executive function), as well as the Somatic Symptom subscale of the
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI). The study run by Balconi, Fronda, Venturella, and Crivelli
(2017) showed improved cognitive efficiency and decreased stress levels of 16% (vs. limited
reduction for controls). The population studied by Martinez and Zhao (2018) showed an increase
in Muse scores (as reported by the app) from 328 to 390 on average, indicating increased calm
and reduced mind wandering. Their experimental group of students also saw a reduced number
of average office visits, from 6.33 to 1.78, whereas the control group saw an increase.
A common trend across the Muse studies was the use of the device as a replacement for
(as opposed to a complement to) traditional instructor-led groups, such that the only guidance
received was from the device and software, and the regimen was performed at home without any
group support. Bhayee et al. (2016) used the Muse to conduct the first study examining a purely
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“technology-supported” six-week mindfulness training program with no other form of support
for the participants Similarly, Martinez and Zhao (2018) only required their participants to use
the device and app as part of the study. This removal of instructor and group dynamics makes it
difficult to compare which of the results were due to the introduction of neurofeedback versus
other factors when compared to traditional mindfulness programs.
Another missed opportunity was the study of impact on motivation levels through the use
of the Muse device. Balconi et al. (2017) discussed the motivational aspect of introducing
biofeedback devices in their abstract and framing but did not follow through with any way of
measuring the motivational impact in their study. Despite these limitations, these three studies
using the Muse show that the accessibility of consumer-grade devices opens the application of
neurofeedback to broader audiences, although there remain open questions around its
implementation and effects.
Studies examining biofeedback (non-neurofeedback) and meditation. The other
category of biofeedback studies examined utilize non-neurofeedback devices, in conjunction
with meditation. While the effects of meditation are commonly thought to manifest in the brain,
the interconnected nature of the body (i.e. the mind-body connection) means that the effects of
meditation can be studied outside the brain as well. While this approach may seem less direct, it
can also be less complex (and therefore give more reliable results), given the intricacy of
measuring brain activity. Like the previous section, the studies will be ordered by decreasing cost
of the biofeedback devices used.
Shearer, Hunt, Chowdhury, and Nicol (2015) studied the effects of a meditation
intervention on 74 college students, compared to a group interacting with dogs, and a notreatment group. They used an HRV biofeedback sensor (Vernier LabQuest Mini), citing other
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studies that showed that mindfulness is positively correlated with HRV, and that meditation
training has been shown to positively impact HRV. Shearer et al. found “the mindfulness group
showing significantly higher HRV than was shown by the other two groups” (p. 244-245). This
was notable given that the self-report questionnaire results did not show an increase in trait
mindfulness in the mindfulness group. This is a prime example of how capturing a physiological
marker like HRV can provide insight that a self-report measure may miss or contradict. A key
limitation of the study was the use of the full Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
protocol, including stretching and yoga, which made it more difficult to ascribe the results
directly to meditation.
The final two studies to be reviewed use the consumer-grade HeartMath device
(emWave) and training program, centered around HRV biofeedback. Although neither of the
studies emphasize meditation, the HeartMath training protocol shares many similarities with
meditation, such as focus on the breath, and generation of positive heartfelt feelings. Ironically,
though they don’t mention meditation, both studies examine whether increased mindfulness is a
result of the program, a trait that is best known to be developed through meditation.
The two studies showed contradictory results as to whether biofeedback can help increase
mindfulness. Soer, de Jong, Hofstra, Preuper, and Reneman (2015) found that “mindfulness and
[heart coherence] score do not highly correlate and measure different constructs” (p. 55).
However, Edwards, Edwards, and Dean (2017) found a statistically significant improvement to
the Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI) scores pre/post intervention. While they used similar
devices and scores, the Edwards et al. study trained the participants for five sessions as opposed
to three sessions by Soer et al., suggesting that a longer intervention may be required to see
statistically significant results. Though these two studies have contradictory results, the other
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literature linking meditation practice to HRV seems to indicate an opportunity to use the
consumer-grade HeartMath to further study biofeedback and meditation as complementary
interventions in a broadly accessible way.
Implications of the Literature Review on the Present Study
The studies cited in this literature review combine to paint a mixed picture on the state of
knowledge around the use of biofeedback devices (especially consumer-grade) in conjunction
with meditation interventions. On one hand, there is significant evidence that biofeedback in
general is an effective way to support personal change. By delivering real-time feedback based
on physiological signals, subjects appear to be able to learn to self-regulate themselves in a way
that produces a variety of outcomes, either in response to specific symptoms (e.g. psychiatric
disorders) or to produce certain results (e.g. high-performance). The mechanisms behind this
learning have been detailed and best practices on designing biofeedback studies are well
documented.
Within this context, this research aimed to fill some of these gaps to further our
understanding of the use of biofeedback in conjunction with meditation-based interventions.
While, biofeedback is often studied as an alternative to meditation, or to provide evidence of the
effects of a meditation-based intervention, no studies found examined the effect of introducing
biofeedback as the only experimental variable. Frequently, biofeedback was relied upon to
replace other important aspects of meditation programs, such as a live instructor and group
support from a community, as opposed to being studied as a supplemental support to an
instructor and community. Similarly, while a few articles mention the possible positive impact of
biofeedback devices on the subjects’ motivation to practice meditation more consistently, no
studies found attempt to measure this motivational impact clearly, either through survey data or
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subjective feedback. It was also noteworthy that most studies focused either on treating specific
ailments or cultivating performance in athletes, leaving out much of the “regular” adult
population who would still benefit. Finally, while EEG-based neurofeedback is gaining
momentum as the predominant mechanism for measuring meditation, simpler biofeedback like
HRV has also been shown in some studies to be effective.
Methods
Participants
The initial group of participants consisted of 12 employees in the “Core Services
Engineering” group at Microsoft Corporation, recruited from a cohort of 40 people who
volunteered to participate in an 11-week mindfulness and meditation employee training program
called Mindful Growth. The participants consented to take part in the study in exchange for the
chance to win one of three gift cards ranging in value from $25-$100, to be awarded randomly at
the conclusion of the study. The participants were divided into two groups: the biofeedback
(experimental) group and the control group, with 6 participants in each group. Although all
participants were taking part in the same employee program, they were asked to not discuss any
aspect of the research with other class members until the end of the study, including divulging
which study group they were part of.
The participants were all female, since this offering of the employee program was funded
by a women’s employee resource group. Ethnically, the participants were 75% Asian, 17%
Caucasian, and 8% Hispanic. In terms of prior meditation experience, 42% of the participants
had no prior meditation experience, 33% had meditated at some point in their lives but not in the
recent past, and 25% said that they meditate “once in a while.” Participants were split between
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the experimental and control groups in such a way that the balance of prior meditation
experience in each group was as even as possible.
Design Overview
Both groups participated in the same cohort for the Mindful Growth program. The
program consists of eight 3-hour classes distributed over 11 weeks, administered in an in-person
classroom setting. The first four out of the eight classes took place during the research
timeframe. Each class involves a combination of activities, including lecture-style learning,
meditation practice, pair/group discussion, journaling, videos (e.g. TED talk excerpts), and
question and answer. The lead researcher facilitated all of the classes, with two co-facilitators
(who are not involved in the research) helping intermittently. The research study was not
referenced directly during the classes, with all research instructions being sent directly to the
participants in each group via email.
Prior to the study, participants in both groups answered a 15-item questionnaire assessing
their stress and focus levels. During the 4-week study period, both groups were asked to meditate
regularly on their own (i.e. outside of class). The only difference between the groups was that the
experimental group was asked to do their meditation sessions wearing the HeartMath Inner
Balance™ biofeedback device, whereas the control group was asked to explicitly not use the
device during their meditation sessions. At the conclusion of the study period, all participants
answered a 20-item questionnaire. The first 15 questions were the same as those answered prior
to the study (measuring stress and focus), while 5 new questions were added to measure the
participants’ motivation to engage in their meditation practice. The motivation questions were
not asked before the study began because they required the experience gained during the study
period of trying to maintain a regular meditation practice over four weeks.
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At the end of the study period, both groups submitted the number of meditation sessions
they engaged in, along with the time duration each session. The biofeedback group was asked to
also submit data captured by their biofeedback devices. Finally, all participants were given the
choice to participate in a one-on-one interview at the end of the study to capture their subjective
perspectives.
Measures
The stress assessment in both the pre-study and post-study questionnaires consisted of the
10 items from the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS; Cohen, 1983). The focus assessment used in both
questionnaires was performed using the five questions listed in Appendix A. The assessment of
motivation to meditate used in the post-study questionnaire was gathered using the five questions
listed in Appendix B. All questions were measured on a five-point Likert scale (0 = Never / 1 =
Almost Never / 2 = Sometimes / 3 = Fairly Often / 4 = Very Often).
Biofeedback Device Used
The HeartMath Inner Balance is a consumer-grade biofeedback device that uses heart rate
variability (HRV) as its physiological signal. Although the Inner Balance device retails for $159
USD, participants could procure one at no charge through the Microsoft employee health
benefits program in exchange for two counseling session credits. According to Childre (2000),
HRV measures the “beat-to-beat changes in the heart rate,” whose patterns, according to the
HeartMath Institute’s research, “consistently emerged as the most dynamic and reflective of our
inner emotional states” (Kindle Location 805). The goal is a state of coherence, which
HeartMath defines as an “optimal physiological state shown to prevent and reduce stress,
increase resilience, and promote emotional wellbeing” (HeartMath Inc., 2018b).
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The Inner Balance consists of a small device which clips to the earlobe and
communicates back to a smartphone app over Bluetooth. The Inner Balance app interprets the
HRV data while training and calculates the corresponding Coherence Score which, according the
HeartMath Institute (2018), “ranges from 0 (no coherence) to 16 (theoretical maximum
coherence).” The HeartMath Institute does not publish the algorithm used to convert HRV to
Coherence Score, however their device was chosen for this study due to the 27 years of
experience that the HeartMath Institute has in HRV analysis, easy availability especially for
Microsoft employees, and the lead researcher’s positive experience in a self-study. During the
session, audio feedback can be played to indicate the current level of coherence. The Inner
Balance app can also provide visual feedback, though it is less relevant when meditating with
eyes closed. The Inner Balance app also sorts the current Coherence Score into Low, Medium
and High levels (higher is better) and at the end of the session, it provides a report showing the
percentage of time spent in Low/Medium/High Coherence, along with an average Coherence
Score.
Procedure
In the week prior to the first Mindful Growth session, participants consented to the study
by signing a Lesley University Institutional Review Board-approved consent form. They were
also asked to complete the pre-study questionnaire electronically via the Microsoft Office Forms
online survey platform.
Meditation intervention (both groups). During the 28-day (4 week) study period,
participants in both groups of the research study were asked to meditate at least once during a
minimum of 20 (of the 28) days, with each meditation session lasting at least 10 minutes.
Participants were free to exceed the minimum session count or session length during the study
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period. Participants could choose between any of the meditations taught in the first Mindful
Growth sessions: breath awareness, attention training, open awareness, focus (meditation on
breath at the tip of the nose), body awareness and self-awareness (open awareness with noting).
This level of choice was provided because the researcher has found in previous self-study with
biofeedback devices that there is no significant difference in effects measurable by biofeedback
devices based on the specific meditation technique being used. During the meditation sessions,
the participants had the option to listen to audio guidance recorded by the lead researcher via the
Insight Timer smartphone app, or to “self-guide” their own meditations in silence.
Biofeedback intervention (experimental group). In addition to the meditation protocol
described above, participants in the experimental group were asked to wear the HeartMath Inner
Balance device during their meditation sessions. The participants configured the Inner Balance
app to a 2-star “Challenge Level” (i.e. difficulty level), which sets the threshold between
Low/Medium Coherence to 0.6, and the threshold between Medium/High Coherence to 2.1. It
was also recommended to configure the audio feedback to only play when a coherence threshold
was crossed (rather than every few seconds) in order to minimize audio disruption. Participants
in this group were also requested to alternate sessions with and without feedback. On days with
feedback, the device was used with observed audio feedback (through the smartphone speaker or
attached earphones). On days without feedback, the device was still worn during meditation to
capture biofeedback data, but no audio feedback was observed.
End of research study. At the conclusion of the study, all participants were asked to
complete the post-study questionnaire electronically and submit the time durations of their
meditation sessions in a Microsoft Excel template. For the biofeedback group, the Excel template
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also included fields to fill in the percentage of time spent in Low, Medium and High Coherence
for each session, along with whether each session was done with or without feedback.
To capture subjective feedback, the lead researcher conducted interviews with four
participants from the biofeedback group via an online audio call using Microsoft Teams. The
interview followed a semi-structured format using the questions listed in Appendix C. The
interviews were recorded for transcription using Teams, after which the recordings were deleted.
No participants from the control group volunteered for interviews.
Data analysis. The questionnaire and biofeedback data was collated into a single Excel
spreadsheet by the lead researcher for analysis. Questionnaire answers were normalized to ensure
consistency with indicating that higher scores indicate higher stress, higher focus or higher
motivation levels. For questions where this modification was required (e.g. question 4 of the PSS
where a “4 = Very Often” indicates a low stress state), the scores were modified to their inverse
such that the total added to four (e.g. 0 → 4, 1→ 3, 2 → 2, 3→ 1, 4 → 0). Mean scores were
calculated using the Excel “AVG” formula and standard deviations using the “STDDEV.P”
formula. Trends in data over time were evaluated using the “Linear” type of trendline available
in Excel. Subjective interviews were transcribed by the researcher and iteratively coded using a
start list that included areas of feedback (roughly mapping to the questions in the semi-structured
interview guide) and themes expected to be heard within those areas. The coding was then
refined using induction as the transcripts were analyzed. During analysis, instances of each area
and theme were recorded, along with key verbatim quotes that captured the essence of the
sentiment being expressed.
Results
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Of the 12 people who volunteered to participate in the research study at the outset of the
process, eight of them successfully completed the study (submitted their meditation and device
data for at least 20 sessions during the month and filled out the post-survey questionnaire). The
eight participants who completed the study were evenly split between the biofeedback
(experimental) group and the control group, with four data points for each group. For the
purposes of the data presented in this section and subsequently discussed, only the data for these
eight participants was considered; the pre-survey data for the remaining four participants who
did not finish the study was discarded. The key results from this data are summarized in this
section.
Self-Report Survey Data
This section summarizes the self-report survey data captured via the questionnaire
completed by the participants both before and after the research study period to measure stress,
focus and motivation levels (as described in the Methods section). The full normalized survey
data can be found in Table 2 (Pre-Study) and Table 3 (Post-Study) in Appendix D.
Stress levels before and after intervention. Across both groups (all participants), the
average score on PSS questions before the intervention was 1.79 ± 0.65, with lower scores
indicating a lower level of self-reported stress. After the intervention, the overall average score
declined to 1.74 ± 0.54 (-2.8%). Within the experimental (biofeedback) group, the participants
reported an average stress level of 1.78 ± 0.75 before the intervention and while their scores rose
to 2.05 ± 0.15 after (+15.2%). For the control group, the average scores pre-study were 1.80 ±
0.52 before and decreased to 1.43 ± 0.60 after (-20.6%). These results of the stress-related
questions are summarized in Figure 1 below.
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Perceived Stress Scale Scores
(lower is better)
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Figure 1 - Perceived Stress Scale Scores
Focus levels before and after intervention. Across all participants, the average score
on the survey questions related to the focus assessment before the intervention was 1.90 ± 0.60
(higher indicates more ability focus). In the post-study survey, the overall population focus
scores increased to an average of 2.25 ± 0.37 (+18.4%). When the data is filtered for only the
biofeedback (experimental) group participants, the average focus score before the study is 2.15 ±
0.46, decreasing to 2.05 ± 0.22 after the study (-4.7%). Conversely, the control group selfreported an average focus level of 1.65 ± 0.62 pre-study which increased to 2.45 ± 0.38 after the
intervention (+48.5%). This focus assessment data is summarized in Figure 2 below.
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Focus Assessment Scores
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Figure 2 - Focus Assessment Scores
Motivation levels after intervention. On the motivation assessment questions
administered in the post-study survey, the participants registered an overall average motivation
score of 2.85 ± 0.72 (higher indicates increased motivation to meditate). Within that overall
audience, the experimental (biofeedback) group reported a score of 2.40 ± 0.60, while the control
group reported a higher score of 3.3 ± 0.52. This motivation assessment data is summarized in
Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3 - Motivation Assessment Scores
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Meditation Session Data
In aggregate, the eight participants who completed the study submitted data for a total of
171 meditation sessions spanning a total of over 52 hours and 48 minutes. Within that, 49.7%
(85) of the total number of sessions and 54.2% (28h 37m) of the total time was recorded with
biofeedback (experimental group) while 50.3% (86) of the sessions and 45.8% (24h, 11m) of the
total time was logged without biofeedback (control group). The full meditation session length
data, which is further analyzed in this section, is in Table 4 (experimental group) and Table 5
(control group), found in Appendix E.
Meditation session lengths. The overall average meditation session length was 18m
32s, well above the suggested minimum of 10 minutes, with individual sessions ranging from 3m
46s to 1 hour. The biofeedback group logged a higher average session length of 20m 12s ± 11m
41s while the control group registered a lower average of 16m 53s ± 6m 7s. Within the
experimental (biofeedback) group, the sessions with audio feedback averaged 21m 4s ± 13m 20s,
while the sessions with audio feedback turned off lasted 18m 0s ± 4m 59s on average.
Meditation session length over time. When meditation session lengths are analyzed
over time, a small decrease over time is shown. The first five sessions for participants averaged
18m 12s ± 13m 35s, while the last five sessions averaged 15m 45s ± 5m 5s (-13.5%). When all
the sessions are considered, the trendline exhibits a slight negative slope of -0.55 (indicating that
on average, the session lengths were declining by 0.55s each session that progressed). Within the
experimental (biofeedback) group, the first five sessions per participant averaged 22m 12s ± 17m
30s, while the last five averaged 15m 41s ± 4m 45s (-29.3%). When examined in aggregate, the
session length trendline for the experimental group has a slope of -15.4. Within the control
group, the first five sessions per participant averaged 14m 11s ± 5m 31s, while the last five
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averaged 15m 50s ± 5m 24s (+11.6%). The aggregate analysis for the control group reveals a
slope of +3.8 as shown in below. The aggregate analysis of session lengths across groups and the
resulting trendlines is shown in Figure 4.

Session Number

Session Length (Ctl)

Session Length

Session Length (Exp)

Session Length

Session Length

Session Length (All)

Session Number

Session Number

Figure 4 - Session Trend Lengths for All Participants (Left), Experimental Group (Center) and
Control Group (Right)
Biofeedback Data
Based on the biofeedback data as measured by the HeartMath Inner Balance device and
submitted by the experimental group, participants spent 19.6% ± 11.7% of the time in Low
Coherence (least desirable), 39.1% ± 18.5% of the time in Medium Coherence, and 41.3% ±
27.2% of the time in High Coherence (most desirable). The average Coherence score across the
participants was 1.63 ± 0.64 (higher is better). The full biofeedback data, which is further
summarized in this section, is in Table 4 found in Appendix E.
Biofeedback data over time. When the biofeedback data is analyzed over time, a slight
decrease in favorable scores is shown over time. The first five sessions for participants averaged
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scores of 17.1% ± 12.9% Low, 36.2% ± 21.8% Medium, and 46.8% ± 31.3% High Coherence
and an average Coherence Score of 1.75 ± 0.82. The last five sessions for each participant
showed scores of 19.8% ± 11.4% Low (+15.8% compared to first five sessions), 35.4% ± 17.3%
Medium (-2.2%), and 44.9% ± 25.2% High (-4.1%), with an average Coherence of 1.63 ± 0.58 (6.9%). When all the sessions are considered, the slopes for the trendline for Low, Medium and
High Coherence are +0.26, +0.40, and -0.66, as summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Biofeedback Data Trends
Biofeedback and session length. The median session length time for the experimental
group was 17m 42s. When filtering the data for sessions with length shorter than the median, the
participants averaged scores of 17.4% ± 12.5% Low, 31.5% ± 17.2% Medium, and 51.0% ±
26.6% High Coherence and an average Coherence Score of 1.68 ± 0.75. For sessions with length
longer than the median, the scores were 21.9% ± 10.5% Low (+25.9% compared to shorter
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sessions), 46.3% ± 16.6% Medium (+47.0%), and 31.9% ± 24.4% High Coherence (-37.5%) and
an average Coherence Score of 1.57 ± 0.52 (-6.5%). This data is shown in Figure 6.

Biofeedback Data - Short vs. Long Sessions
60.0%

% Time Spent

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Low Coherence

Medium Coherence

Short Sessions (under 17:42)

High Coherence

Long Sessions (over 17:42)

Figure 6 - Biofeedback Data - Short vs. Long Sessions
Biofeedback and audio feedback. Within the experimental group, 71.7% (61) of the
meditations were recorded with audio feedback on while 28.3% (24) of the sessions did had
feedback off. Notably, this distribution occurred despite the pre-study research guidance given to
participants (as described in the Methods section) to alternate between sessions with and without
real-time feedback, which should have resulted in a near 50/50 split. This deviation was not
evenly distributed though, as two of the four participants (5 & 6) logged all their sessions with
feedback, whereas the other two did 58.5% of sessions without feedback (and 41.5% of sessions
with feedback).
Looking at the entire experimental group, for sessions without audio feedback, the scores
were 20.6% ± 13.8% Low, 37.0% ± 21.9% Medium, and 42.4% ± 32.7% High Coherence and an
average Coherence Score of 1.80 ± 0.73. For sessions where audio feedback was used, the
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participants averaged scores of 19.2% ± 10.7% Low (-6.8%), 40.0% ± 16.9% Medium (+8.1%),
and 40.8% ± 24.6% High Coherence (-3.8%) and an average Coherence Score of 1.56 ± 0.59 (13.3%). However, if this data is filtered to only the two participants (5 & 6) who did a mix of
sessions with and without feedback, the average scores with feedback was 20.5% ± 15.0% Low
(-0.49%), 31.1% ± 20.2% Medium (-15.9%), and 48.5% ± 32.8% High Coherence (+14.4%) and
an average Coherence Score of 1.88 ± 0.91 (+4.4%). This data is summarized in Figure 7.

Biofeedback Data - With vs. Without Feedback
60.0%

% Time Spent

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Low Coherence
Without Feedback

Medium Coherence
With Feedback

High Coherence

With Feedback (P5&6)

Figure 7 - Biofeedback Data - With vs. Without Feedback
Qualitative Interview Data
The interviews conducted with the four participants in the experimental (biofeedback)
group captured their sentiment towards using the biofeedback device in their personal meditation
practice. The mean length of interviews was 11m 52s, not counting the researcher’s introduction.
The interviews were transcribed as recorded in Appendix F and coded using the categorization
detailed in Appendix G (refined from the start list during the analysis process). This section
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summarizes the key findings from this qualitative data analysis process, along with
representative quotes.
Relative to the overall experience of the device, two of the four participants were
indifferent (“I didn’t find a big change using this device), while one participant expressed each of
strongly positive (“I thought [it] was really, really helpful”) or negative sentiment (“I hate using
it”). When comparing the use of the device with audio feedback on or off, two of the four
participants express a preference for audio to be on (“I want to know from my body how it is
reacting”), whereas one was neutral and one preferred to leave the audio off (“I found it so
disruptive”). With respect to the setup and use of the device, three of the four participants
expressed mildly negative opinions (“the extra steps make it a little harder”), versus one that did
not find any inconvenience (“setup was not a problem”). In terms of the impact to their belief
that meditation was working for them and motivation to continue meditation, one participant said
that the biofeedback device helped their motivation (“like a metric that meditation was working
on me”) whereas one said that it hurt their motivation (“telling me I’m not doing a good job, I
took it really personal”) and two were neutral (“I don’t think it did very much”). Finally, one
participation indicated an intention to continue using the device, while two said they would stop
using it, and one thought they will continue to use it outside of meditation context. This data is
summarized numerically in Table 1 below, with the predominant opinion marked in italics.
Area

Theme

Overall
Liked
Experience Disliked
Neutral
Audio
Prefer On
Feedback
Prefer Off
No Preference
Setup &
Easy
Use

# of
Participants
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
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Intention:
Ongoing
Use
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Inconvenient
Helped
Hurt
Neutral
Yes
No
Other

3
1
1
2
1
2
1

Table 1 - Qualitative Data Summary
Discussion
The quantitative and qualitative data collected in this research study presents a wealth of
opportunities to address the primary research question of this study: Does the introduction of
consumer-grade biofeedback devices improve meditation and mindfulness programs with
healthy, adult populations such as a workplace? One conclusion that emerges immediately is that
the study results do not reveal a simple or undebatable answer to that question. Instead, this
section will analyze the results from several secondary angles, prior to attempting to draw out a
cohesive position on the primary question. It will also cover key limitations and future
implications for this study.
Did the Biofeedback Devices Lead to Lower Stress Levels?
The researcher hypothesized that biofeedback devices could lead to lower stress levels
through providing additional support and guidance to personal meditation sessions, thus making
the practices more effective. However, the quantitative data from this study contradicted this
hypothesis. While the overall population self-reported a slight decrease (-2.8%) in overall stress
levels, this trend was not shared between the experimental and control groups. When split, the
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control group showed a much greater decrease in stress levels (-20.6%), whereas the
experimental group showed an increase in stress levels (+15.2%) in the post-study period.
Cross-referencing the qualitative data allows for more precise insights, particularly given
the relatively small sample sizes (four in each group). In the experimental group, two participants
reported close to double the average stress score. One of those participants (#5) expressed
significant dislike for the experience of meditating with the biofeedback device and reported
experiencing a stressful family event between the pre and post study surveys. Meanwhile, the
experimental group participant that expressed the most favorable opinion of the device
experience in the interviews (#11) showed a -20.7% decrease in reported stress, almost exactly in
line with the control group. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that the device led to greater
stress reduction in the experimental group over the control group.
Did the Biofeedback Devices Lead to Higher Focus?
A similar hypothesis was formed that the biofeedback devices could lead to higher ability
to focus by alerting participants to distracted states of mind in their training, thus enabling those
participants to develop focused mind states more effectively. However, once again the
quantitative data contradicted this hypothesis. The overall group reported an increase in focus
(+18.4%) as is expected through meditation training. However, the experimental group reported
a decrease in focus (-4.7%) while the control group reported a much larger increase in focus
(+48.5%). Though this difference is striking, it is also noteworthy that the experimental group
also reported a significantly higher (+30.3%) focus level in the pre-study survey, indicating a
significantly greater focus capacity in that population prior to beginning the intervention.
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Looking again to the qualitative data for clues, the same participant (#5) who disliked the
biofeedback experience and went through the family event also reported the most significant
decrease in focus. However, in this case, even the participant (#11) who reported the most
positive biofeedback experience held steady at the same focus scores. In this scenario, the data
seems to indicate that the control group simply had a much stronger self-reported improvement
in focus levels, partially attributed to the relatively weaker starting point (pre-study).
Did the Biofeedback Devices Lead to Higher Motivation?
Another hypothesis was that the participant’s motivation levels to meditate or have
stronger belief that their meditation practice is benefitting them could be stronger if reinforced by
seeing physiological changes resulting from their practice. The data contradicted this hypothesis,
with the experimental group showing significantly lower average scores in the survey (2.4) when
compared to the control group (3.3).
Did the Biofeedback Devices Lead to Longer Meditation Sessions?
A related hypothesis was that the biofeedback devices could lead to longer meditation
times, if the physiological feedback provided the participants with more motivation to practice
for longer sessions. This is somewhat supported by the fact that the experimental group averaged
19.6% longer sessions than the control group overall. However, looking at only the data from the
first five sessions shows an even greater discrepancy – in that subset, the experimental group
logged 56.5% longer sessions. This could indicate that the experimental group was naturally
more motivated to do longer meditation sessions, or perhaps that there was a novelty factor of
the device which caused more enthusiasm at the beginning (but subsequently waned). As one
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participant shared in the interviews, “I was very excited to get the data, but […] after I got the
data the first few times, I was like ‘this is cool but I’m over this.’”
Furthermore, when examining the trendlines in the session length data, the researcher
sees that the session lengths for the experimental group decreased as the number of sessions
progressed (by an average of 15.4s per session), whereas session lengths for the control group
increased (by an average of 3.8s per session). This could be explained by the relatively shorter
session times at the outset of the study. Or, a counter hypothesis could be that biofeedback
devices increase the sense of having more efficient meditation sessions, thus allowing to get the
desired effects in a shorter period of time. Regardless, overall there is little support in this data to
show that biofeedback devices lead participants to want to engage in longer meditation sessions.
Do Biofeedback Devices Demonstrate Progress in New Meditators?
Even if biofeedback devices do not lead to notably better outcomes than new meditators
who learn without the support of a device, it is possible that they can help to more visibly
demonstrate the progress being made, thus encouraging the user to continue to practice longterm. However, this hypothesis is not supported by the experimental group data from this study.
When the biofeedback data trends are examined over the research study period, the Low
Coherence scores (least favorable) increased in later sessions (at an average of 0.26% per
session). Meanwhile the High Coherence scores (most favorable) decreased on average as time
progressed (at an average of 0.66% per session). Overall Coherence scores in the last five
sessions also decreased by 6.9% when compared to the first five sessions. These data points
indicate that meditation sessions in the experimental group were getting worse over time (as
evaluated by the biofeedback device), contradicting this hypothesis.
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Looking at biofeedback data individually yields a somewhat different story. In this case,
two of the four participants do show increases in High Coherence over time (0.77% and 0.12%
per session) while the other two showed decreases (-0.62% and -0.45% per session). Thus, it
clearly cannot unequivocally be stated that biofeedback scores decreased for all participants.
Do Longer Sessions Lead to Better Biofeedback Scores?
It is a common meditation experience to feel that it can take some time to settle into a
meditative state. Usually our minds are busy from whatever tasks, activities and problems we
had prior to meditation and some effort is required to quiet that mental activity down. Thus, it
could be hypothesized that longer sessions would lead to better biofeedback scores. However,
when examining the biofeedback data, this hypothesis is not supported. When filtering the data
for sessions greater than the median length, Low Coherence scores increased by 25.9%, while
High Coherence (-37.5%) and Overall Coherence (-6.5%) scores both decreased, indicating a
reduction in quality of the meditation sessions as measured by the biofeedback device. A counter
hypothesis given this data could be that past a certain session length it becomes more difficult,
especially for beginning meditators, to maintain the mindfulness needed to retain a good
meditative state. Regardless, this outcome could be viewed as a positive outcome for the use
biofeedback devices, indicating that they are equally or more effective with shorter sessions.
Does Audio Feedback Improve Biofeedback Scores?
A key feature of biofeedback is the ability to deliver real-time feedback to the user, such
as the audio feedback used by the HeartMath device. While the data produced by biofeedback
devices can be used in “retrospective” form (i.e. reviewed after the training is over), a key
premise of biofeedback in general is that it helps the participant to make real-time adjustments.
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Through this real-time feedback and resulting adjustments to meditation technique or awareness,
a hypothesis is that using the audio feedback should enable improved scores compared to
sessions logged without real-time feedback. From analyzing the quantitative data for the entire
group (including participants who only did sessions with feedback on), no conclusive support or
contradiction to that hypothesis can be drawn. On one hand, the time spent in Low Coherence
decreased with feedback (-6.8%) which is favorable, but the time spent in High Coherence (3.8%) and overall coherence scores (-13.3%) both decreased. However, when the data is filtered
to only the two participants who did a mix of sessions with and without feedback, a more
promising trend emerges. The High Coherence scores increase 14.4% while both Low and
Medium Coherence scores decrease (-0.49% and -15.9% respectively). This indicates a stronger
case that the real-time feedback led to a marked improvement in the biofeedback scores.
Qualitative Insights from the Interviews
While the qualitative interview data provided by doing a mixed methods study provided
the opportunity to slice the quantitative data differently (e.g. looking at stress results based on
who had a good experience with the device), it also provided many supplemental insights. This
approach was particularly important since the ultimate goal of this research is to evaluate
biofeedback as a means to improve the participant experience and feeling of success when
engaging in mindfulness programs.
Most notably, despite the relatively small sample size, there was a wide spectrum of
opinions expressed about the experience with the biofeedback device. In just four short
interviews, the statements ranged from “the device was really, really helpful” to “I hate using it,”
and several points in between. In addition to overall assessments, this pattern repeated itself
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across each of the whether it was the effect of audio feedback, ease of setup, or impact on their
motivation.
On one side of the spectrum, some opinions that were expressed reflected the ideal
impact of introducing biofeedback to a mindfulness program. In this scenario, the device was
seamless to integrate into the routine, provided useful and supportive data, and increased
confidence and motivation to continue practice. In the best case, there was an intention to not
only continue use of the biofeedback device, but to advocate its use to others.
Despite this promise, it was also clear from the interviews how biofeedback could not
only be ineffective or neutral (“It did nothing for me at all”), but actually create results that were
the opposite of their intention and the aim of meditation practice. For example, rather than
supporting the meditative aim of reducing mental distractions, it introduced more distraction (“so
disruptive”). Rather than supporting stress reduction, it was raised (“it stressed me out”). Rather
than building confidence, it undermined it (“telling me I’m not doing a good job”). In some
cases, comments that were framed as positive aspects of biofeedback “it makes it a little easier,
because it keeps your mind somewhat active” are ultimately contrary to the aim of most
meditations.
Motivation was another important theme to explore subjectively. While it can be
measured by proxy with surveys or other behavior, ultimately motivation is something that is felt
subjectively. While the participants were evenly split on the impact of biofeedback on motivation
(2 neutral, 1 positive, 1 negative), all four participants referenced self-motivation, irrespective of
the device, as being key to maintaining their practice. This self-motivation is derived from an
experiential “knowing” that meditation is beneficial to them (“when I start my day with
meditation, it just centers, grounds”). Furthermore, three out of the four participants express that
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this “knowing,” once gained, will override what the data says (“the data doesn’t really matter, if
I feel better, I feel better”). This supports the notion that biofeedback may be most appropriate
for initial stages of learning to meditate and can be expected to be left behind once that
“knowing” is developed. While this trust of self-evaluation over data may seem irrational, it can
also logically be explained through understanding that the physiological signal being measured
by the biofeedback device is only one of many likely effects that meditation is having (some of
which may even be non-physical).
Another consideration that was highlighted through the interview process was the
differences in individuals, their predispositions and life circumstances. While individuality is
something that is taken for granted, it can be lost while analyzing quantitative data that can cause
any individual differences to be moved to the background. This became clear not just implicitly
through opinions expressed on their experience with biofeedback, but also in explicit statements
about themselves as they talked (“I really love silence,” “I’m a data person,” or “I’m very
competitive”). Thus, any implementation of biofeedback-supported mindfulness interventions,
especially at scale, has the challenge of honoring the differences in the people they are trying to
serve.
What is the Impact of Biofeedback Devices on a Workplace Mindfulness Program?
With this context, the primary research question can now come back into focus. The
results of this study clearly suggest that the addition of biofeedback devices is not a simple and
straightforward way to improve workplace mindfulness programs. They did not produce clear
quantitative impact on the participant’s stress, focus and motivation levels as hypothesized,
above and beyond the “baseline” experience of the mindfulness program, In several cases, the
addition of the devices actually produced less favorable results in the experimental (biofeedback)
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group. This neutral to negative impact to experience was confirmed by a significant number of
comments in the qualitative data.
Yet, it is equally clear that the data is not suggesting that biofeedback devices are
universally harmful. As the data was analyzed more precisely, scenarios were identified where
the biofeedback devices did result in quantitative improvements as expected, further supported
by qualitative data. However, these improvements due to the introduction of the biofeedback
device were generally less common and dramatic than originally expected by the researcher.
Limitations
While these findings are grounds for fruitful discussion, there were some significant
limitations to this study worth noting. First the sample size of 12 was limited and was further
reduced to eight, due to participants that did not successfully complete the study requirements.
This gave rise to situations where individual life events or strong preferences that could skew the
data. The cohort was also limited to female participants due to the group that the study was
conducted with. There was also potential bias introduced by recruiting exclusively from a
technology company like Microsoft, and specifically from a group that is software engineering
focused. Future studies could target a larger and mixed-gender population and recruit from a
wider swath of job roles.
The study was also constrained by the use of a single biofeedback device. The HeartMath
Inner Balance was chosen due to the convenience and ease of availability to the cohort.
However, there are still questions to the effectiveness of measuring HRV as a biosignal and
bringing a device to the sub-$200 price point inevitably requires compromises that professional
or research-grade devices do not make. This is compounded by the HeartMath Institute’s
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secretive algorithms for how they translate HRV into a “Coherence” score. While this is
understandable to preserve their trade secrets, it also casts doubt on the absolute scientific
validity of the data produced by its devices. Since the time this study began, advances are already
being made with products like the Muse 2 meditation headband which bills itself as “the first
multi-feedback EEG device,” which includes measurement of “body movement, heart rate,
breath and mental activity” (Muse, 2018). Future studies could incorporate more varied,
advanced, and/or expensive biofeedback devices for a wider range of data to analyze.
While the control group went through the same training regimen as the experimental
group, they meditated without any biofeedback whatsoever during their practice sessions that
were recorded for the research study. Future studies with more access to the underlying
biofeedback hardware and software could follow the recommendation laid out by EnriquezGeppert, Huster, and Herrmann (2017) by having an active control group that trains with
biofeedback and receives false (e.g. inverse or randomized) feedback from the device.
Another limitation is the use of self-reporting surveys to capture stress, focus and
motivation levels. While this approach is frequently used in research studies, the data becomes
more compelling when supplemented by other tests. As an example, to measure focus more
concretely, future studies could use an approach similar to Levy, Wobbrock, Kaszniak &
Ostergren (2012), who asked participants to perform a set of knowledge worker tasks under
constant distraction of incoming emails, calls and visitors and measured the number of task
switches made. Other cognitive tests like the Alternate Uses Test (used to measure divergent
thinking) could also be leveraged.
Finally, this study measured the effects of biofeedback devices on a mindfulness program
over a relatively short period of time (four weeks). While this matched the hypothesis that
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biofeedback would be most valuable during the early stages of learning to meditate, when there
is likely the most self-doubt about whether meditation “works” or if the meditator is “doing it
right,” it does not address the potential long-term effects of introducing biofeedback devices.
Future studies could examine questions such as whether ongoing use of biofeedback devices
over a longer period of time has a demonstrable effect, or whether the use of biofeedback at the
beginning of practice produces effects over a longer period of time. One example could be
checking back in with the participants after one year to see if there is a difference in ongoing
practice or results experienced.
Implications
Looking to the future, this study has several potential implications. The results place the
discussion at the cross-section of several fast-moving segments. An increasing number of
individuals are learning to meditate and as technology evolves, it is likely that an increasing
percentage of them will look for support in the form of biofeedback. Similarly, the number of
organizations deploying mindfulness programs is increasing, and it is likely that those designing
and implementing those programs will look to mechanisms like biofeedback to continue to
improve program outcomes. The biofeedback devices themselves are rapidly evolving, as the
underlying research and key technologies also advance. Finally, researchers themselves are
likely to continue to find the use of biofeedback with meditation to be a ripe area of study. This
section covers some of those implications relevant to those various audiences.
Potential biofeedback users. The first potential audience are people looking to learn or
strengthen their meditation practice with biofeedback devices. The first takeaway from this study
is that biofeedback devices should be looked to as at best a supporting tool for cultivating a
practice, as opposed to the central determinant of motivation or success. Second, some reflection
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is recommended on one’s current ability for both mental and physiological self-awareness. If
there is already good awareness of unbalanced states, having a device point that out will not be
useful (or could even be disruptive). Third, it is advisable to have a clear viewpoint on what
goals the biofeedback device is meant to help with, rather than expecting it to do it all. In this
way, the device could be used in a more targeted and timeboxed way. For example, one might
want to experiment with different meditation styles and use the device to track and compare the
effects on their physiological state. The study also supports the notion that biofeedback devices
may be equally or more useful in non-meditative contexts, when a user wants to maintain some
degree of calm while performing another task (e.g. writing email or sitting in traffic). Finally, a
large swath of personal preferences is relevant to whether a biofeedback device might work well
for an individual, from their affinity for data to level of intrinsic motivation. While this study
does not provide direct insight into attributes that may lead to success with practicing with
biofeedback, it does provide encouragement to honor one’s individuality rather than following a
trend blindly.
Mindfulness program designers & implementers. For designers or implementers of
mindfulness programs, this study strongly suggests that requiring the use of a biofeedback
device to participate in a mindfulness program is not advisable. That said, having biofeedback
available as an optional component of the program may provide benefit to a subset of
participants. In order to help those participants (that would benefit from biofeedback) to selfidentify, it is recommended to provide a clear demonstration of how the device works, along
with a balanced explanation of what it can and can’t provide, and a transparent disclosure of
potential pitfalls or contra-indications.
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Biofeedback device designers & manufacturers. For designers and manufacturers of
biofeedback devices, this study confirms what is likely already known – this is a nascent field
with some promise, plenty of challenges, and more learning to be done. Beyond the obvious
ongoing quests to develop increasingly sophisticated and accurate ways to detect unwanted
states, ease setup and increase comfort, designers may want to provide increasingly varied and
subtle ways to provide feedback back to users. Finally, a point of tension is the natural wish for
companies to produce experiences that are “sticky” (used consistently or increasingly by users),
versus an explicit acknowledgement that the primary value provided by a product may be much
shorter-lived. It is unclear how would this affect the design and distribution models, but a more
explicit embracing of the latter model may be needed.
Researchers. The research crossing the fields of mindfulness and accessible biofeedback
remains nascent. While conclusions on either extreme (biofeedback is universally helpful or
harmful) have been eliminated, the space between is vast. The data gathered by this study
suggests that rather than asking about the impact of devices on people “in general” (even
constrained to healthy adults learning to meditation), it might be more relevant to examine how
their impact varies based on different “types” of people. In this way, research could help to more
clearly identify the personal traits that lead to successful outcomes with biofeedback, thereby
making it easier for a greater percentage of successful outcomes.
Biofeedback and McMindfulness
As raised in the introduction, these results also need to be discussed in the broader
context of an increased mixing of technology with mindfulness and the impact that this might
have towards further distancing secular mindfulness from its classical roots. These concerns are
often collected under the term McMindfulness. Purser and Loy (2013) lament this phenomenon,
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stating that “the rush to secularize and commodify mindfulness into a marketable technique may
be leading to an unfortunate denaturing of this ancient practice, which was intended for far more
than relieving a headache, reducing blood pressure, or helping executives become better focused
and more productive.” This is particularly true for presentations that remove the ethical
foundation of Buddhism and focus solely on using a subset of the practices to create more
efficient and productive humans, such as the type of mindfulness program that could be used in
workplaces. However, this concern is orthogonal to the introduction of technology to aid these
practices. The technology itself is neutral – it can be used in support of ethical or unethical
applications of meditation.
The McMindfulness backlash arose largely independently of the rise of using personal
technology as part of meditation practice, yet they are linked. After all, one of the strongest
distracting forces that pulls us away from the present moment are our smartphones and the
increasing array of devices that are connected to them. As the pervasiveness of personal
technology has increased, the mindfulness movement seems to have risen in parallel – acting like
an opposite force to provide balance in society. From this lens, it seems paradoxical to then
suggest that they can work in concert. Yet, personal technology is not distracting in and of itself;
it is our attachment to them which is distracting. Stripped of that attachment (i.e. used
responsibly), personal technology becomes an empowering tool to do things that were not
previously possible for humans, often for good causes. So why can this not be the case for our
meditation and spiritual practices as well? And yet, as is clear from this study, we should not be
in a rush to prescribe too much power to technology, when simple inner “knowing” will suffice.
Another objection lies in the physiological basis for neuroscientific mindfulness research
and other personal technology devices. Detractors may protest that transcendent experiences that
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are part of Buddhism’s full intent are being “reduced” to observable physical changes in the
brain and/or body. If taken to the extreme, there is the possibility of losing some of the “magic”
of these practices through this view. However, the idea that subjective changes in experience can
be observed and measured in a physical way does not mean that the physical changes represent
all that is happening. The physical changes may be a byproduct or effect of other non-physical or
unobservable changes, but this does not change the fact that the physical is an interesting way to
measure some of the effects of meditation practice. It remains a great scientific challenge to map
inner experience to physiological markers (to the degree possible) in order to reduce the friction
that can be felt between what a machine is telling us and what we are feeling inside.
The use of technology with meditation goes beyond proving its efficacy. If this were all,
then its effects would be limited to getting neophytes to try meditation and begin to experience
the benefits for themselves. As Thupten Jinpa Langri, the Dalai Lama’s translator objected to
Heuman (2014), “why would you need third-person proof to show that your own practice is
helping you? In the end, when it comes to spiritual practice, you are your own best proof.” While
it is true that our personal experience is the ultimate “proof,” even for relatively experienced
meditators, there is an ongoing challenge of keeping meditation practices fresh and energized.
Beyond that, there are many subtleties to the practices that aren’t always easy to figure out even
with extensive instruction and practice. C. Maxwell Cade exemplified one of the pioneers of
meditation and technology who also had a deep respect for the spiritual traditions as a
practitioner himself. He worked with spiritual adepts and mystics of many backgrounds to both
understand the physiology of “awakened” states and used that data to in turn help practitioners to
attain those states more frequently. In some cases, the people he helped were dedicated spiritual
practitioners with extensive experience. When Cade and Coxhead (1979) shared results and
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feedback based on physiological measurements that he took while these adepts were meditating,
he found that “they were as surprised as we were, but even more so when we gave them some
training: they were unanimous in recognizing the difference in the immediate expansion and
deepening of consciousness” (Kindle Location 1262). Thus, technology can theoretically be
beneficial even to experienced meditators on dedicated spiritual paths, but again we are not yet
there in terms of being able to deliver such positive outcomes consistently, especially with very
experienced practitioners. Thus, for now, a stronger case can be made for its use with beginners.
Practically speaking, the mixing of meditation and technology is, and will continue to
happen, regardless of any of these objections. The Buddha’s teachings have evolved constantly
throughout the millennia, resulting in related but quite distinct traditions such as Zen and Tibetan
Buddhism. This recent emergence of secular mindfulness could be viewed as the latest evolution
and the mixing of technology is part of that. Rather than shun the developments, it is more
beneficial to investigate the trend honestly with both optimism and skepticism, while bringing a
healthy respect and experience from more traditional practices and philosophies, to see how they
can responsibly be brought together.
Conclusion
The use of biofeedback devices with mindfulness programs marks the meeting of two
rising forces in modern society. When these come together, it can be easy to extrapolate
optimistically how consumer-grade biofeedback devices could be the ingredient to catapult
mindfulness programs and practices to the next level of awareness and adoption. This study,
which brought biofeedback devices into a group engaging in a workplace mindfulness program,
suggests that their impact is far from certain to be positive or widespread. While they can
produce positive outcomes in some scenarios, their impact pales in comparison to more
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traditional success factors such as motivation derived from experience. In other cases, they can
produce effects contrary to the core goals of mindfulness. But rather than dismissing the idea of
mixing meditation and technology completely, it seems advisable for experts from various
backgrounds to continue to explore this intersection, with the goal of collectively bringing the
benefits of these practices to an increasing number of people in this world.
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Appendix A - Focus Assessment
Each question will be assessed on a 5-point Likert scale (Never / Almost Never / Sometimes /
Fairly Often / Very Often)
1. In the last month, how often have you found it difficult to focus on the task at hand?
2. In the last month, how often have you felt like you were “in the zone?”
3. In the last month, how often have you felt like your mind was always straying to
unneeded distractions?
4. In the last month, how often have you felt like you had single-pointed focus when you
needed it?
5. In the last month, how often have you felt like your mind could easily transition from one
task to another?
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Appendix B - Motivation Assessment
Each question will be assessed on a 5-point Likert scale (Never / Almost Never / Sometimes /
Fairly Often / Very Often)
1. In the last month, how often did you look forward to doing your meditation session?
2. In the last month, how often did you feel like you were making progress with your
meditation practice?
3. In the last month, how often did you feel like you were “doing it right” while meditating?
4. In the last month, how often did you feel happy about the prospect of meditating?
5. In the last month, how often did you feel confident that meditation was making a
difference in how you feel?
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Appendix C – Semi-Structured Interview Questions
1. How did the introduction of the biofeedback device affect your experience in learning to
meditate?
2. Did you prefer meditating with audio on or off? Why? Did that change throughout the
research period?
3. What was most valuable about the use of the biofeedback device?
4. What was the biggest disadvantage or inconvenience of using the biofeedback device?
5. Did the biofeedback device affect your ability to assess if the meditation program was
“working” or to maintain the motivation to keep meditating regularly?
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Appendix D – Survey Data
Perceived Stress Scale

Participant
1
4
5
6
8
10
11
12
Average
Std Dev

Biofeedback Used?
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

Q1
2
3
2
2
1
3
3
2

Q2
2
3
2
1
1
2
3
2

Q3
3
3
0
1
1
3
3
2

Q4
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2

Q5
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
3

Q6
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
1

Q7
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
3

Q8
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
3

Focus
Q9
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
2

Q10
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2

PSS Avg
1.5
2.4
1.1
1.1
1.1
2.0
2.9
2.2
1.79
0.65

Q11
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
1

Q12
2
2
3
1
0
0
2
0

Q13
1
1
2
3
3
2
1
0

Q14
2
2
3
3
3
0
2
0

Q15
3
2
3
3
2
4
2
2

Focus Avg
2
1.8
2.6
2.6
2.2
1.6
1.8
0.6
1.90
0.60

Table 2 - Pre-Study Survey Data

Perceived Stress Scale
Participant

Biofeedback
Used?

1
4
5
6
8
10
11
12

N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

Average
Std Dev

Focus

Motivation

Motivation
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 PSS Avg Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Focus Avg Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Avg
2
2
3
2
1
3
3
1

3
2
2
2
1
3
2
0

2
2
3
3
2
2
2
1

1
1
2
1
1
0
2
0

3
2
2
2
1
1
3
1

2
2
1
3
1
2
2
0

1
2
2
0
1
2
2
0

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

2
3
1
2
1
2
3
1

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
0

1.9
2
2
1.9
1.3
2
2.3
0.5

2
2
2
3
2
2
1
3

3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

2
2
1
3
2
2
1
3

1.74
0.54

Table 3 - Post-Study Survey Data

3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3

3
2
3
1
3
2
2
3

2.6
2
2
2.4
2.2
2
1.8
3
2.25
0.37

4
3
2
2
3
3
4
4

4
2
1
2
3
2
4
4

3
2
1
2
3
2
2
3

4
4
3
2
3
2
3
4

4
2
2
3
3
2
4
4

3.8
2.6
1.8
2.2
3
2.2
3.4
3.8
2.85
0.72
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Appendix E – Meditation & Biofeedback Data

Session Data
Participant
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Session
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Session
Length
0:10:17
0:11:20
0:11:43
0:10:34
0:14:32
0:16:33
0:19:17
0:21:34
0:11:07
0:18:48
0:10:50
0:18:02
0:20:43
0:17:42
0:11:06
0:23:53
0:27:32
0:22:01
0:18:05
0:21:10
0:16:09
0:13:26
0:13:24
0:17:05
0:21:08
0:26:37
0:15:13
0:25:37
0:10:11
0:20:09
0:15:33
0:10:33
0:10:30
0:17:28
0:16:11
0:20:34
0:10:07
0:22:11

Session
Length (secs)
617
680
703
634
872
993
1157
1294
667
1128
650
1082
1243
1062
666
1433
1652
1321
1085
1270
969
806
804
1025
1268
1597
913
1537
611
1209
933
633
630
1048
971
1234
607
1331

Biofeedback Data
Audio
Feedback?
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y

Low
19%
20%
22%
58%
22%
29%
28%
33%
29%
40%
37%
31%
48%
16%
37%
26%
13%
22%
34%
42%
24%
27%
0%
4%
8%
11%
3%
3%
8%
8%
44%
10%
9%
6%
11%
4%
18%
3%

Med
69%
51%
61%
42%
58%
53%
57%
49%
59%
46%
50%
50%
46%
59%
46%
59%
54%
56%
57%
44%
52%
44%
2%
11%
12%
9%
2%
3%
20%
27%
47%
13%
9%
8%
11%
9%
19%
8%

High
12%
29%
17%
0%
20%
18%
15%
18%
12%
14%
13%
19%
6%
25%
17%
15%
33%
22%
9%
14%
24%
29%
98%
85%
80%
80%
95%
94%
72%
65%
9%
77%
82%
86%
78%
87%
63%
89%

Coh
1.2
1.7
1.3
0.7
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.9
1.5
1.2
1.3
1.7
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.7
4.2
2.4
2.1
2
3.3
3.2
3.1
3
0.9
1.7
2.2
2.3
2.4
3
1.9
2.6
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6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

17
18
19
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0:10:02
0:10:30
0:11:55
1:00:00
0:56:11
0:46:11
0:45:59
0:45:06
0:41:20
0:40:32
0:40:13
0:40:03
0:37:20
0:36:49
0:32:46
0:32:22
0:30:33
0:30:23
0:29:53
0:26:05
0:25:47
0:25:03
0:20:49
0:20:14
0:20:02
0:18:40
0:18:00
0:16:49
0:03:46
0:04:13
0:10:40
0:14:58
0:05:00
0:13:02
0:05:00
0:15:19
0:24:11
0:12:05
0:06:04
0:07:40
0:09:31
0:12:57
0:21:31
0:10:12

65
602
630
715
3600
3371
2771
2759
2706
2480
2432
2413
2403
2240
2209
1966
1942
1833
1823
1793
1565
1547
1503
1249
1214
1202
1120
1080
1009
226
253
640
898
300
782
300
919
1451
725
364
460
571
777
1291
612

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

5%
25%
5%
23%
19%
20%
28%
20%
23%
21%
18%
17%
35%
22%
23%
32%
25%
19%
25%
23%
20%
30%
16%
27%
18%
14%
33%
11%
4%
0%
13%
17%
30%
12%
12%
16%
6%
17%
11%
17%
12%
7%
7%
28%

14%
17%
13%
54%
52%
55%
56%
57%
51%
51%
47%
60%
52%
62%
55%
50%
58%
57%
51%
56%
52%
59%
59%
57%
40%
67%
52%
41%
35%
5%
31%
28%
34%
35%
36%
33%
22%
34%
24%
42%
39%
35%
25%
25%

81%
58%
82%
23%
29%
25%
16%
23%
26%
28%
35%
23%
13%
16%
22%
18%
17%
24%
24%
21%
28%
11%
25%
16%
42%
19%
15%
48%
61%
95%
56%
55%
36%
53%
52%
51%
72%
49%
65%
41%
49%
58%
68%
47%

2.5
1.2
3.1
1.5
1.7
1.5
1.2
1.5
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.6
1.1
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.1
1.5
1.2
2
1.5
1.1
2.2
1.3
2.6
1.4
1.2
0.8
1.2
1.8
1.3
1.5
1
1.7
1.1
1.1
1.5
1.6
1.1
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11
11
11
Average
StdDev

17
18
19

0:07:14
0:15:24
0:10:00
0:20:12
0:11:41

66
434
924
600

Y
Y
Y

3%
20%
77%
1.6
34%
27%
39%
0.9
15%
30%
55%
1.3
19.6% 39.1% 41.3% 1.63
11.7% 18.5% 27.2% 0.64

Table 4 - Meditation and Biofeedback Data (Experimental Group)

Session Data
Participant
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Session #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Session Length
0:04:27
0:24:32
0:21:04
0:21:02
0:20:39
0:20:55
0:21:05
0:19:42
0:20:49
0:20:18
0:21:02
0:19:21
0:21:36
0:21:59
0:20:19
0:20:08
0:19:29
0:19:58
0:20:02
0:20:02
0:20:03
0:05:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:15:00
0:21:00
0:21:00
0:21:00

Session
Length (secs)
267
1472
1264
1262
1239
1255
1265
1182
1249
1218
1262
1161
1296
1319
1219
1208
1169
1198
1202
1202
1203
300
600
600
600
600
900
1260
1260
1260
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

67
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:15:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:10:00
0:12:00
0:17:00
0:11:00
0:12:00
0:24:00
0:24:00
0:15:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:24:00
0:10:00
0:25:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:12:00
0:15:00
0:20:00
0:20:00
0:15:00
0:15:00
0:20:00
0:26:00
0:10:00
0:29:00
0:28:00

600
600
600
900
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
720
1020
660
720
1440
1440
900
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
1440
600
1500
720
720
720
720
900
1200
1200
900
900
1200
1560
600
1740
1680
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12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
Average
StdDev

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

68
0:19:00
0:22:00
0:34:00
0:26:00
0:22:00
0:26:00
0:26:00
0:22:00
0:19:00
0:10:00
0:26:00
0:17:00
0:16:53
0:06:07

1140
1320
2040
1560
1320
1560
1560
1320
1140
600
1560
1020
1013
367

Table 5 - Meditation Data (Control Group)
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Appendix F – Interview Transcripts
This appendix contains transcripts of all the interviews performed to collect subjective
experiences while participating in the research study, specific to the impact of the biofeedback
device on their experience of learning (or strengthening) a meditation practice. All interviews
were conducted via an online audio call on November 27, 2018. In the notes below, “R”
indicates the researcher’s question and “P[X].[Y]” indicates the participant’s answer, where [X]
is the participant number and [Y] is the answer number that will be referenced in the qualitative
data analysis (coding) found in Appendix G.
Participant 5
R: How did the introduction of the HeartMath device affect your experience in learning or
reinvigorating your meditation practice?
P5.1: Yeah, I will be very honest. I don’t have anything to lose from being honest. I hate using it.
I have quit using it. I used it religiously through the sessions when we started, all the time. I
know that you wanted us to do it a variety of ways, audio on, audio off.
My preference when I had to use it was to leave the audio off, but I did both for you. Because, oh
my gosh, I found it so disruptive, to have this beep. And then it stressed me out, you know the
low beep versus the high beep. It’s like, oh my word, what am I doing wrong. I can’t get into the
rhythm. And yet I would feel like if I could just shut it off, now I feel like I am in a rhythm. I feel
good. But it’s telling me I’m not doing a good job. I took it really personal.
I love to meditate. Everything you said about timing, 30 minutes – sometimes it is hard to find
longer times. Just this morning, I came in and thought ‘ah, I just need to sit’ so I did your
Intention meditation which I think is 15 minutes. I just find that the 15-minute meditation is just
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so perfect. I love to do it when I come in because I start my day early and its quiet here, I have
no sound, no noise. It’s quiet. And maybe… I love quiet. Even when I’m home, and puttering
around in the kitchen or whatever, I will often prefer to have nothing – no TV, nothing. I really
love silence. So that could be part of it. I’m not someone who likes a lot of noise. Sometimes
music is good. But I don’t like a lot of noise. So that beeping just drove me crazy!
So, I did both, but I just really had to try. Versus I talked to a few people in class who said they
felt like it really helped them. That’s what I felt like it was designed for. Maybe to remind me to
re-focus. But I would feel like I am really focused, in a good spot, then it would start beeping.
I’m like: ‘you just interrupted me!’
R: Just to clarify, you had the setting on where it only beeps when you cross a threshold?
P5.2: Yes.
R: Because that’s the lesser invasive of the two. I had the same reaction with default settings
which is beeping every few seconds. When I found that setting, I thought at least that is less.
P5.3: Maybe it was because I was right between levels, going in between them. That could be
where sometimes it wouldn’t be as much as others. It did nothing for me, at all. I didn’t find any
value in it.
R: That’s very clear. Thank you, by the way, this is exactly what I need.
P5.4: But the sessions, the content in the sessions has been so valuable. And I always use one of
your Mindful Growth recordings in the [Insight Timer] app. Maybe someday I’ll get to the point
where I don’t need anything, but I really love that you have a different focus every time. Every
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session is different, like today I did the intentional one and I was like ‘that’s just what I need
right now’. So yeah, I love that.
R: Wonderful, well that makes me very happy to hear that. It turns out you’ve answered a bunch
of my follow-up questions so I’ll move down the list and ask you more specifically of the
process or having your phone with you when you meditate for example, or the setup process.
Was that a big deal for you, or was it more the experience?
P5.5: No. It was more the actual experience. Setup was not a problem. I make sure when I do my
meditation, yes, my phone is right there but I have all the sounds turned off. The setup for the
app was really easy.
R: A hypothesis was this would help people feel like meditation is “doing something.” Because
sometimes people will think “I don’t know if that went well.” Being able to see something
change in your body can help with that and convince them to continue trying to improve. It
doesn’t seem like it was your experience. So how do you keep yourself motivated and convinced
that meditation is doing something for you?
P5.6: I see it as preventative. Just like an annual checkup or getting your eyes tested. Because I
find that when I start my day with meditation, that it just centers, grounds. I’m less reactive,
more thoughtful in responses like if something triggers me. I’m not an explosive personality
anyways but maybe most people can’t say they can tell a difference because I generally really
control my emotions and bite my tongue.
R: But you can tell a difference within yourself?
P5.7: Yes. Exactly. So how I do it. For me, it’s to prepare myself for the day. Start with a healthy
mind and body. In the right spirit. So, I look at it as more preventative. Feeling that internally.
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You can’t measure it, but it’s how I feel. I could see myself doing it if something really upset me
during the day. I could see wanting to do a meditation, but usually in the morning.
R: That’s great. Honestly, that is the ideal. Even better than having a graph on your phone. If you
have experienced that, then of course you’re going to be motivated because we all want to have a
good day.
P5.8: I’m interested in data and I honestly could see no change in the number of weeks over
which I used the monitor. In my head, I’m thinking is the meditation helps me but according to
the data it shouldn’t be doing it.
R: Yes, that is one of the things I’ll be analyzing is change over time. I’m very interested to see if
there’s any correlation over time.
P5.9: Yes. And the data doesn’t really matter. If I feel better, I feel better.
R: Yes, the data is more for people like me who are putting on programs. To help our
participants have a good experience and be as successful as possible.
P5.10: Great, that was it for me. Thank you!
Participant 6
R: How would you say the introduction of the HeartMath device affected your experience in
learning or reinvigorating your meditation practice?
P6.1: I’m a data person so I was really excited. I had heard about HRV before because I’m an
athlete. I row a lot, so it is more of a physical thing, like how recovered I am, how hard can I
push myself next time or do I need more time to recover. So, I was really excited to see how I
can control this while I’m meditating. Can I see a difference with my HRV?
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Whether it impacted my meditation? I’m not sure. But I don’t know that having the HeartMath
was pushing me to do it more. For me it was just another data point. I was like ‘oh yeah, data’.
R: Did you prefer meditating with the audio on or off, and why?
P6.2: Let me think about that. I think with the audio, it was something to concentrate on more.
So, it was another point, I’ll concentrate on my breathing, but also the beeping happening. I need
to think ‘what is happening’, ‘why is it so low’, ‘good, it’s high’. So, it makes it a little easier,
because it keeps your mind somewhat active, somewhat focused. Rather than being free to roam
somewhere. So, I don’t know, there was no day where I thought I should do it with or without
audio. It was just random. I don’t think there was one that I liked more than the other.
R: What did you find most valuable about using it? What was the best part of it?
P6.3: The data. The time I noticed it that was a very physical thing. I was meditating in the
morning before I get out of bed after I had two super hard races on the day before. So, I was very
physically exhausted even after sleeping 8-9 hours. Even though I was super relaxed, I didn’t
feel stressed at all, the results were in the red zone the whole time. So, I had this had something
to do with the races I did the day before.
I’m very competitive. So, can I get better next time? Can I get faster into the zone? How many
beeps can I hear in the top zone? That was the thing for me.
R: What was the last valuable or worst part of having it?
P6.4: You have to set it up. There were a couple of times where I thought it was recording but it
probably started and stopped. Then I thought I’m going to meditate. But then I realized I have to
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find my phone, put it on my ear, I have to make sure it’s connected to Bluetooth. So, it’s just the
extra steps that make it a little harder.
R: A hypothesis was to ask whether it would help people feel that meditation is “working.”
There can be self-doubt about whether it’s worth my time and can have a snowball effect. That
can decrease motivation to try again and eventually you give up. I’m curious, how did the device
play into your assessment of whether meditation is worth it, your level of motivation, etc.
P6.5: I don’t think it did very much. I was very excited to get the data, but yeah, then it was like,
right, hold on I need to put this on. After I got the data the first few times, I was like ‘this is cool,
but I’m over this’. But the meditation part is still very interesting, there’s still a lot more I need to
learn. But the device, is like, ‘there’s another device I’m probably not going to use for very
long’.
R: Is it fair to say that you looked more to if you just actually felt better and your day went
differently?
P6.6: Yeah. I don’t think the device was helpful [for that]. I had a friend who was very stressed
out and she would just put it on randomly throughout the day. Then she would know when she’s
stressed out. But I know how I feel, and I know when I’m stressed out. So, I know I just need to
stop and ask what’s happening.
R: That’s everything I had, thank you!
Participant 10
R: How would you say the introduction of the HeartMath device affected your experience in
learning or reinvigorating your meditation practice?
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P10.1: Actually, I didn’t find a big change using this device. But it was helpful for me to handle
my feelings, especially stress or anxiety. I tried this even during my work days, when I don’t
have a meeting. So, I saw there was a slight shift in the focus of my breathing pattern, rather than
reacting to a situation (like an email). My reaction was reduced. Let’s say I get an email, usually
there would be an instant reaction. I saw this reaction got reduced with this device because my
focus moved, there was a balance. I’m focused on my breathing while I’m reading the email.
That was one thing I noticed. But I was not able to continue it for long because after some time it
starts to ache the ear. So, I have to remove the device but that was something nice I found out. It
doesn’t mean the concentration on the email gets reduced but instead of getting anxious or
stressed, I saw that was reduced. So that was something good from using that device.
Similarly, I used it while driving. I usually try to not get bogged by the traffic, but this device
helped even then. I said, ‘ok, focus on the breathing’. It was helpful in driving and in the office,
especially when I’m by myself trying to do some work.
R: That’s interesting – the device is not marketed as a meditation device solely so that’s
interesting that you naturally moved towards using it that way. I noticed that you used audio in
all your sessions. How did you feel about the audio? Did you try any sessions at all without the
audio?
P10.2: Yes, I used audio all the time. It’s because multi-tasking sometimes helps. It tells me that
I’m actually doing something which is beneficial for me. Otherwise, even though I want to be
consciously aware of doing deep breathing, I may just slip, and the other activity will pull my
concentration 100% and I would lose focus on this. The audio helped me to realize there’s
another activity that I’m doing that is good for me. So, I wanted to work with the audio
background.
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R: What was most valuable about using the device? The reminder and pulling you back to your
breath?
P10.3: Yes, that’s correct.
R: How was it inconvenient or a hindrance? You mentioned the ear, anything else?
P10.4: No, it was just the discomfort with having it tied to your ear. I wanted to have it for longer
sessions, but I had to remove it because of the discomfort.
R: A hypothesis was knowing that meditation is doing something for you and helping stay
motivated to practice. Did it help you in that sense at all and if not, what keeps you motivated?
What tells you that motivation is working, if anything?
P10.5: I would say it this way. There is a pre-meditation state of mind and a post-meditation state
of mind. Pre-meditation state of mind is full of anxiety, it’s so stressful most of the time. Postmeditation, I think I am more in a natural state of mind. It’s not like I took control or have a
solution for everything that causes stress or anxiety, it’s just that after meditation, for some
reason, I feel more calm and composed. That gives me that ability to make better decisions, I
think. It makes me react to the problem in a better way because I’m more calm and composed.
I’m able to think about things in a better way. That’s my personal feeling. There were more than
1 or 2 instances where it happened. Where I’ll have to react, pre-meditation I would have reacted
in a different. But then those things time, I say let me take some time, relax, do this meditation.
Especially when I was back home. Then I say, ok let me rethink, if before meditation, I would
have reacted this way, but now ‘you know what, let me do it this way instead’.
R: So, much more experiential. You just see the difference in your life.
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P10.6: Yes, I do. And I have advocated and advised some of my colleagues here as well and
they’ve said they’ll give it a shot.
R: That’s great. That’s everything I had – thank you!
Participant 11
R: How would you say the introduction of the HeartMath device affected your experience in
learning or reinvigorating your meditation practice?
P11.1: The combination of both the HeartMath and the Insight Timer app really helped me. Over
a period of time, I could really tell when I was doing the mindful training. Were my thoughts
coherent during that session. When I started and I was between the sessions, I could feel that
somehow my thoughts were not coherent and I could go back and check the result of the
biofeedback device. It helped me to understand that where I stand from the mindfulness
perspective. So, I thought the feedback from the device was really, really helpful and I was
capturing my session as well as how I was feeling before and after. That was good.
R: That’s great to hear. Do you intend to continue using the device?
P11.2: Yes, I do intend to continue using the device. I think I’m also going to advocate for others
to know it. Because we feel we are coherent and think we’re in the right state, but it might not be
true.
R: Using the device with the feedback on or off – I noticed your data had the audio on. Tell me
more about that, why is that and did you try any sessions without feedback?
P11.3: I have tried sessions without feedback, sometimes a quick session. But I want to know
from my body how it is reacting to it. It’s fine without the feedback but I feel comfortable with
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the feedback. Knowing how my body is reacting to all the emotions that’s going at that point of
time.
R: So, you’d rather get the feedback in real-time rather than going back and seeing ‘that’s what
happened’.
P11.4: Yes.
R: Any negative aspects to using it? Inconvenient or otherwise?
P11.5: We put the device on the earlobe, but I would have preferred on my finger or something.
It’s not that uncomfortable, it’s fine. The other thing is that the device discharges very quickly.
Maybe sometimes it doesn’t turn off.
R: A hypothesis is that it could help people feel like meditation is working, in addition to feeling
changes in daily life. How would you say it worked for you? Did it help you feel confident and
stay motivated?
P11.6: Yes. At the end of the session and over period of time when I was seeing my coherence
value, I could see the positive effect. Along with how I was feeling otherwise after meditation
and day-to-day in general life and how I was seeing things. That was like a metric that
meditation was working on me.
R: That’s everything I needed to know. Thank you!
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Appendix G – Qualitative Data Analysis (Coding)
Table 6 below is the output of the coding analysis of the interviews performed as part of
the studies (transcripts in Appendix F). The themes listed related to the participants relate to their
experience in using the biofeedback device with their meditation practice (e.g. “Liked” implies
that they liked using the biofeedback device). The instances are referenced using the participant
and answer number listed in the transcript, as well as “L#” where “#” indicates the line number
within the answer where the reference is found.
Area

Theme

Instances

Key quotes

Overall

Liked

P11.1 L6

“I thought the feedback from the device was
really, really helpful.”

Overall

Indifferent

P6.1 L5
P10.1 L1

“Whether it impacted my meditation? I’m not
sure.”
“I didn’t find a big change using this device.”

Overall

Disliked

P5.1 L1

“I hate using it.”

Audio

Positive

P10.2 L1-2
P11.3 L1-2

“I used audio all the time. Tells me I’m
actually doing something which is beneficial
for me.”
“I want to know from my body how it is
reacting.”

Audio

Neutral

P6.2 L6

“I don’t think there was one that I liked more
than the other.”

Audio

Negative

P5.1 L5

“I found it so disruptive. It stressed me out.”

Setup & Use

Easy

P5.5 L1

“Setup was not a problem.”

Setup & Use

Inconvenient P6.4 L3-4
P10.1 L8
P11.5 L1

“It’s the extra steps that make it a little
harder.”
“It starts to ache the ear.”
“I would have preferred on my finger.”

Motivation

Selfmotivated

“Feeling that internally. You can’t measure it,
but it’s how I feel.”
“The data doesn’t really matter. If I feel better,
I feel better.”
“I know how I feel.”

P5.7 L2-3
P5.9 L1
P6.6 L3
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“Pre-meditation state of mind is full of
anxiety, stressful. Post-meditation I am in a
natural state of mind.”
“Along with how I was feeling otherwise after
meditation and day-to-day in general life and
how I was seeing things.”

Motivation

Helped

P11.6 L3-4

“That was like a metric that meditation was
working on me.”

Motivation

Neutral

P5.3 L2
P6.5 L1

“It did nothing for me, at all.”
“I don’t think it did very much.”

Motivation

Hurt

P5.1 L6
P5.1 L7

“What am I doing wrong.”
“Telling me I’m not doing a good job. I took it
really personal.”

Continued
use

Yes

P11.2 L1

“Yes, I do intend to continue using the device.
I’m also going to advocate for others.”

Continued
use

No

P5.1 L2
P6.5 L4-5

“I quit using it.”
“There’s another thing I’m probably not going
to use for very long.”

Continued
use

Outside
meditation

P10.1 L12

“It was helpful in driving and in the office.”

Other

I’m a certain P5.1 L16-17
way
P6.1 L1
P6.3 L6

“I really love silence.”
“I’m a data person.”
“I’m very competitive.”

Table 6 - Interview Coding Data

